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This letter provides our comments with respect to the proposed requirements for 
disclosing executive retirement benefits. 

Our comments are based on substantial research conceming executive retirement 
benefits that we have carried out. In particular, they draw on: 

Lucian A. Bebchuk and Robert J. Jackson, Jr., "Executive Pensions," 30 Journal of' 
Corporation Law 823 (2005) [Hereinafter Executive Pensions]. 

Lucian A. Bebchuk and Jesse M. Fried, "Stealth Compensation via Retirement 
Benefits," 1 Berkeley Business Law Journal 291 (2004) [hereinafter Stealth 

.;*
Compensation]. 

Lucian A. Bebchuk and Jesse M. Fried, Pay without Pevfovmance: The Unfulfilled :A 

Prornise of Executive Compensation (Harvard University Press, 2004), chapter 8 
[hereinafter, Pay without Perfornzance]. 

We add at the end of this letter the text of Executive Pensions and Stealth 
Compensation,which we incorporate as part of this letter comment. 

Existing Problems and the Benefits of the Proposed Rules 

We would like to applaud and strongly support the Commission's proposal to 
expand considerably the disclosure requirements conceming retirement benefits. Our 

' Our titles are given for identification purposes only; these comments represent our personal 
views and should not be ascribed to our employers or any of the institutions with which we are 
affiliated. 



research suggests that this area is one in which existing disclosure requirements are 
especially and seriously insufficient. Expanding disclosure requirements in this area is 
therefore critical for improving the transparency of executive pay. 

Pensions 

Because companies have not been reporting a monetary value for executives' 
pension plans, as the rules have allowed thus far, standard datasets (such as ExecuComp) 
have not included pension values. Executive Pensions, our empirical study, demonstrates 
that this omission has led investors, researchers, and the media to have a substantial 
distorted picture of executive pay. 

This study analyzes the pension arrangements of CEOs of S&P 500 companies 
that (i) are now serving and are near the retirement age, or (ii) left their positions during 
2003 and the first half of 2004. With respect to the two-thirds of the CEOs that have a 
pension plan, we found that: 

The executives' pension plans had a median actuarial value of $15 million; 
The median CEO has a pension plan worth twice as much as the aggregate salary 

payments received during the service as CEO; 
The ratio of the executives' pension value to the executives' total compensation 

(including both equity-based and non-equity-based pay) during their service as CEO had 
a median value of 35%; and 

Including pension values increased the median percentage of the executives' total 
compensation composed of salary-like payments during and after their service as CEO 
from 15% to 39%. 

In addition, the pension benefits in our sample varied considerably with respect to 
both their magnitude and their relationship to the executives' overall compensation. 
Overall, our findings indicate that the standard omission of pension plan values by 
researchers and the media leads to (i) significant underestimation of the magnitude of 
executive compensation; (ii) severe distortions in comparisons among executive pay 
packages; and (iii) significant overestimation of the extent to which executive pay is 
linked to performance. 

Deferred compensation arrangements 

Our analysis of standard deferred compensation arrangements suggests that they 
can provide executives with substantial benefits that are not disclosed to shareholders 
(Pay without Performance, Chapter 8; Stealth Compensation, at 127-134). To begin, 
firms have used the ways in which above-market returns are defined to fail to disclose 
compensation in cases in which economists would likely view returns as being above-
market. More importantly, even when returns are nominally equal to market returns, 



executives have obtained large benefits because deferred compensation arrangements 
shift the tax costs of investment gains. 

Because firms have not been required to disclose the large gains that executives 
have been making from shifting tax liability on investment gains to their firms, it is 
difficult for outsiders even to estimate -as Executive Pensions does for pension benefits 
- the gains that executives make from deferred compensation plans. Firms generally do 
not disclose the amount credited to executives' deferred compensation plans, and 
investors are thus unable to form even a ballpark estimate of the magnitude of stealth 
compensation provided through such arrangements. 

Benefits of the urouosed rules 

Improving the disclosure of retirement benefits would provide investors with a 
considerably fuller and more accurate picture of the magnitude and makeup of executives' 
total compensation. The Commission's proposed rules would also significantly enhance 
the ability of investors to makc accurate comparisons among executives' pay packages. 

Furthermore, our work suggests that the proposed rulcs could well improve the 
compensation decisions made by firms. Our analysis suggests that it is difficult to explain 
the heavy use of executive retirement benefits on efficiency grounds (Stealth 
Compensation, pp. 123-124 & 128-132; Executive Pensions, pp. 827-832). Wc are 
therefore concerned that some firms might have used retirement benefits not becausc they 
provide an efficient form of compensation hut rather because they provide compensation 
that is relatively difficult for investors to measure. 

Thus, an important potential benefit of the Commission's proposed rules is that 
they would eliminate existing distortions that might lead firms to use retirement benefits 
inefficiently. We expect that, after the requirements are adopted and retirement benefits 
become as transparent to investors as other forms of compensation, firms will gradually 
reduce their use of retirement benefits relative to other forms of compensation. Whether 
or not this prediction proves correct, the proposed disclosure requirements will ensure 
that the choices made by designers of compensation arrangements are not influenced by 
the relative obscurity of compensation via retirement benefits. 

Design Issues 

We also wish to comment on a number of specific design issues and to respond to 
a number of questions raised by the Commission. 

Earnings on deferred compensation plans 



In response to the Commission's question, we strongly believe that disclosure 
should not be limited to "above-market" earnings on the amounts invested in deferred 
compensation plans. As we explain in detail in our work below, executives derive 
substantial benefits at the expense of the firm even when the plan provides merely 
"market" returns (Stealth Benefits, pp. 132-132). Whereas investment gains on funds 
invested by an executive in an outside account are taxed, the investment gains in deferred 
compensation arrangements accumulate tax-free. Essentially, the tax liability is shifted 
from the executive to the firm. 

Increases in Pension Value 

In response to the Commission's question, we believe that increases in the 
actuarial value of pension plans should be included in the total compensation figures 
disclosed to investors. We advocate such a requirement in our incorporated work 
(Executive Pensions, pp. 854-856; Stealth Compensation, pp. 140-141). Such increases 
represent an increase in the value of the firm's obligation to the executive. A $1 increase 
in the actuarial value of an executive's pension value is economically equivalent to the 
firm's giving the executive a promissory note of $1. 

Su~plementaltable 

In response to the Commission's question, we believe that it would be desirable to 
require firms to disclose a supplemental table breaking up this figure into its various 
components. We cxpect the "all other compensation" figure to be quite substantial for 
some companies, and investors will be able to get a better picture of the makeup of 
compensation if they receive information about the extent to which pension plans, 
deferred compensation plans, and other sources contributed to the "all other 
compensation" figure. 

Retirement plan table 

In response to the Commission's questions, we believe that it would indeed be 
desirable to require a table disclosing information about the value of annual pension 
benefits. Our incorporated work indicates that pension benefits constitute a substantial 
fraction of total compcnsation for many companies, and providing information about 
executive pensions would thus be useful. In addition to the columns in the table set forth 
in the Release, it would be desirable to require firms to include a column with the 
actuarial value of the plan at the end of the company's fiscal year. Investors should get 
information about the economic benefit that the executive has accumulated via a pension 
plan. 



Post-retirement verks 

We are concerned that, under the proposed rules, companics would not be 
required to monetize and include in total compensation figures the value of post- 
retirement perks that a firm promised in its contracts with executives. Thus, the proposed 
rules might give an incentive to shift compensation to post-retirement perks. As the case 
of Jack Welch vividly illustrated, such contractual rights can be of significant value. A 
promise to provide each year perks worth $100,000 after retirement is economically quite 
similar to a commitment to pay an annual pension of $100,000 a year. Thus, i t  is worth 
considering whether firms should be also required to report and take into account both in 
reporting total compensation figures and in the supplemental tables the estimated 
monetary value of such commitments. 

Defined compensation plan table 

In response to the Commission's questions, we believe that a tabular disclosure 
with monetary values is desirable. Deferred compensation plans might have been a 
considerable source of "hidden" compensation in many firms. Furthermore, it would be 
highly undesirable to limit disclosure to above-market earnings. As explained earlier, 
executives derive large monetary benefits from deferred compensation plans based on 
"market" returns. However, firms should be allowed to break the eamings column into 
two columns, one reporting "above-market" earnings and one reporting "market" 
eamings. 

We wish to conclude by commending the Commission again for putting forward a 
proposal that will substantially improve the disclosure of executive retirement benefits. 
Please contact Lucian Bebchuk at (617) 495-3138 or Bcbch~~kfir ; law.harva~-~i.cd~~if we 
can provide further assistance. 

Lucian A. Bebchuk 
Jesse M. Fried 
Robert J. Jackson, Jr 

Xon. Christopher Cox, Chairman, U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 
cc: 	 on. Paul S. Atkins, Commissioner 

Hon. Roe1 C. Campos, Commissioner 
Hon. Cynthia A. Glassman, Commissioner 
Hon. Annette L. Nazareth, Commissioner 
John W. White, Director, Division of Corporation Finance 
Brian G. Cartwright, General Counsel 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

When Fannie Mae CEO Franklin Raines was pushed out in December 2004, he 
departed with a generous package of retirement benefits. Fannie Mae will pay Raines an 
annual pension of $1.4 million for the rest of his life and the life of his surviving spousc. 
The actuarial value of this pension benefit-the present value of the stream of payments 
Fannie Mae shareholders should expect to make to Raines over time-is about $24 
million. This pension value constituted a significant fraction of Raines's total 
compensation at Fannie Mae, and it substantially weakened the link between Raines's 
pay and his performance.' How often do pension plans comprise a substantial fraction of 
an executive's total pay? And how important are such payments to a complete assessment 
of the executive compensation landscape? These are the questions that we investigate in 
this Article. 

Existing disclosure rules complicate these seemingly straightforward questions 
because they do not require companies to value the pensions to which executives are 
entitled.= Pay without Performance, a recent book co-authored by one of us argues that 

I .  For a derailed analysis of Ralnes's retirement benefits, see Lucian A. Bebchuk & Jesse M. Fried, 
Execurive Compensolion a1 Fonnre MOPA Cme SIU* of Perverse lncenlives. Nunpe~ormancePax ond 
Camouflo~e, 30 J. Con?. L. 807 (2005). 

2. Although proxy rules require some disclasure of rxccuttve pension benefits, see Executive 
Compensation Disclo~ure, Securities Act Release No. 6962, [I992 Transfer Binder] Fed. Sec. L. Rep. (CCH) ll 
85,056 (Oct. 16, 1992), the rules do nor require that issuers disclose the cost of these pensions to their 
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firms use retirement benefits to provide executives with substantial amounts of "stealth 
compensation", that is, pay not nansparent to shareholders, that is largely decoupled from 
perfo~mance.~The "camouflage" role of retirement benefits might partly explain their 
heavy use. Whatever explains the prevalence of pension plans, assessing their magnitude 
and effects on the link between pay and performance is critical to obtaining a complete 
picture of the executive compensation landscape. 

The press has from time to time described the pension arrangements of particular 
executivcs in detaiL4 Recently, for example, the media have discussed the pensions that 
Franklin Raines and Carly Fiorina received after departing from their respective firms.* 
But prior research, media coverage, and existing data sets have not provided systematic 
evidence about the magnitude and variance of pension values-and their effects on the 
sensitivity of executive compensation to performance-in a representative sample of 
~ompan ies .~  

Standard data sets of executive pay generally include only those components of 
compensation for which a precise monetary value has been disclosed in firms' public 
filings. Estimating pension values requires additional research and financial analysis, and 
standard databases therefore do not include compensation paid through pension plans. 
This omission would not lead to significant distortions in analysis of executive pay if (1) 
pension plan values were not significant relative to total executive pay; or (2) pension 
plan values did not vary much among executives. In this Article, we examine whether 

shareholders. Because i t  can be difficult for investors to ascemin the value o f  these pension benefits from the 
firms' limited disclosures, see inJto text accompanying notes 12-15, shareholders are often unaware of the 
magnitude ofthese benefits. 

3. Sze LUCIANBEBCHUK THEUNFULFILLED P~ohlts~& JESSE FRIED.PAY WITHOUT PERFORMANCE: OF 

EXECUTIVECOMPENSATION(2004). 
4.  See, e g . ,  Michael Barbam. A King'.? Roo~om ia Relirement Benefitr; GE Pays &-CEO Millions o 

Y e w  in Pensron. Perks. WASH. POST, Sept 7. 2002. at E l  (detailing the significance o f  Jack Welch's pension 
benefits); see also Christina Btnkley & Joann S. Lublin, Managemen1 ITT Brass to Get 'Golden Bungee' in 
Takeover, WALLST. I., Feb. 12, 1998, at B I  (norlng that $165 milltan was ennnarked by the company for 
executive severance and pension benefits in thc event of a changc of control); Daniel Kadlec, How lo Ger Poid: 
Slock Uplions Slill Make Sense. Bul Ihe Boss is Gelring Other Goodie$, TIME, Jan. 27. 2003, at A20 (describing 
"boosting pension benefits by giving credit" ibr additional service rime as the "latest wrinkle in CEO pay"); 
Gretchen Morgenron, Jackpol Du Jour: h P a p  10 Quit, N.Y. TIMES,Ocl. 31, 2004, at C I  (describing 
substanrlal executive pay i n  the form o f  pension. long-term inccnrive, and change-ofcontrol arrangements). 

5. See Geoffrey Colvin. Outraged Over CEO Exil prick age.^? You're Ti," Lole. FoRTuNE, Mar. 7.2005, 
at 62 (criticizing Fiorina's severance arrangements); David S. Hilrenmth, Funnie Moe Beginr Payins Benrjirs 
lo Former Errcurives, WASH. POST, Feb. 9, 2005, at E2 (describing a decision by  regulators "to begin releanlng 
pension and deferred-compensation benetits to [Fannie Mae's] former chief ciecutivc and chief financial 
officer");Jenny Wiggins, FundFilrs Suil Over ibnnie Mae Executive Pqv-OD,  FIN. TlhlEs, Jan. 20, 2005, at 

20 (discussing pension fund's attempt to stop "former enecutii,es" from "receiving mill ions of dollars i n  
severance payments"); see also Eric Dash, The New Executive Bunama Retirement, N . Y .  TIMES, Api .  3,2005. 
5 3 (Magazine), at I (discussing, among other examples. the costs o f  generous pensions provided to the CEOs 
af Exnon Mobil, Pfirer, and UnitedHealth Group). 

6. The only other attempt ro systematically study executive penilons o f  which we are aware is in 
Rangarajan K .  Sundaram & David L. Yermack, Pay ,We Lolrr: Inside Debt and 11s Role in Manoperial 
Cornpensodon W.Y. Uniu.. Law & Econ Working Paper No. 05-08, ZOOS), available or 
htfp://s~m.~om/ab~tracl=717102.A main focus o f  the Sundaram-Yermack study is an the possibility chat 
pensions serve the beneficial role of aligning the interests o f  executives with those of debtholders, an issue that 
u,ediscuss i n  Part II1.C below. 
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these assumptions are valid; and, thus, whether the exclusion of pension values from 
analysis of executive compensation has undermined our understanding of the magnitude 
and performance sensitivity of executive pay. 

The events of recent years have increased the attention given to executive 
compcnsation by investors and tbc media, and it has been suggested that this additional 
scrutiny may provide a check on pay levels and ensure that executive compensation is 
related to firm performance.7 As long as investors, researchers, and the media do not 
have a complete and accurate picture of the magnitude and makeup of pay, however, their 
ability to evaluate pay arrangements will necessarily be limited. In this Article, we seek 
to both highlight the inaccuracy of existing assessments and to make an empirical 
contribution toward improving them. 

To do so, this Article provides evidence about the magnitude and variance of 
executives' pension plan henefits. We study a sample composed of (1) CEOs of S&P 500 
companies who left their positions during 2003 and the first five months of 2004; and (2) 
current CEOs who are at, or close to, the retirement age at which they will become 
entitled to a full pension benefit. We find that (1) pension values are on average quite 
substantial; (2) these values vary considerably among the executives in our sample; and 
(3) omitting them introduces significant inaccuracies in assessments of the magnitude and 
performance sensitivity of executive pay. 

These findings indicate that the opaqueness of pension values leads to substantial 
distortions of the picture that investors have of the magnitude and makeup of total pay. 
They thus underscore the importance of reforming current disclosure rules. We therefore 
discuss new disclosure requirements that would improve investors' understanding of the 
role of pensions in executive compensati~n.~ We argue that firms should be required to 
disclose annually (1) the present monetary value of each executive's pension entitlement; 
and (2) the year-over-year increase in the value of this benefit based upon the executive's 
additional service and any increases in the executive's compensation. Furthermore, the 
annual increase in the value of pension benefits should be included in the summaty 
compensation tables that most analysts use in assessing the magnitude of executive pay 
across firms.9 

Although these disclosure requirements would impose minimal costs upon firms, 
they would greatly improve the quality of information available to investors. 
Furthermore, requiring firms to disclose the substantial amounts of perfonnance-
insensitive pay provided through pension benefits could well induce firms to improve pay 
practices. Increased transparency may not only serve as a check on total compensation 

7. See, e.p, Far Cars Turn ro Low Foi: CEO Pay, ECONOMIST,Mar. 5 .  2005 (noting "cncounging 
aspects" among results from a recent survey in CEO pay); Adrian Michaels, OJilhr Leah:  YY77ur U'ill Brins 
Executive Pay U a d e ~Control?,FIN.TIMES.Aug. 24.2004, at IS (noting that most exalnplcr ofexcessive CEO 
pay come from the "pre-reform era"). 

8. Our proposals are based in pan on those put Soward in Lucnan A. Bebchuk &Jesse M. Fried, S~calrh 
Cumprorariun via Rrrirernent Benejirs. I BERKELEY BUS. L. 1.291 (2004). 

9. As this Article went to press, the Securities and Exchange Cornmission (SCC) was beginning to 
consider an exoansion of existine disclosure reouirements that would likelv imorove the transoarencv o f  

measurer we discuss below for improving the transparency of executive pay 
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levels, hut also encourage firms to use forms of compensation that are more closely 
linked to performance. 

The remainder of this Article is organized as follows. Part I1 describes how current 
disclosure rules enable firms to use pension benefits as a form of stealth compensation. 
Part 111 explains why the heavy use of executive pensions is unlikely to be efficient. Part 
IV discusses in detail several examples of CEO pension packages to illustrate the 
potential significance of pension compensation in assessing total executive pay. Part V 
provides evidence about the magnitude of pension benefits both in absolute terms and 
relative to other forms of compensation. Part VI considers the effects of pension benefits 
on the link between executive pay and performance. Part VII discusses the policy 
implications of our analysis and disclosure requirements that could, at minimal cost, 
improve the information available to investors about the magnitude and effects of pension 
benefits. Part VIlI concludes. 

11. THE NON-TRANSPARENCY PAYOF PENSION 

Pension plans are an important feature of contemporary executive compensation.1° 
The amounts of the annual payments available under these plans are usually based on the 
number of years an executive has served with the company and the executive's pre-
retirement compensation. In general, then, as an executive's salary and tenure increase, so 
do the executive's annual pension benefits. Pension payments, like salary, are therefore 
largely decoupled from firm performance.ll 

In their annual proxy filings, firms must publish a summary compensation table 
providing dollar values for the various forms of compensation paid to the current CEO 
and the four other highest-paid executives of the firm. These figures are the most salient 
indicators of executive compensation in public firms. They are easily accessible to the 
media, shareholders, and researchers. As a result, standard databases of executive 
compensation-including the ExecuComp database, which both financial economists and 
compensation consultants use to assess executive pay systematically-are based on the 
highly visible figures set forth in these tables. 

If executive pensions were structured as defined-contribution plans-with 
companies contributing a specified amount to accounts that will be made available to 
executives upon their retirements-firms would have to report these contributions in their 
summary compensation tables. But under the defined-benefit approach commonly used 
by public companies, annual increases in the value of an executive's retirement assets are 
largely hidden from view; firms are not required to include such increases in their 
summary compensation tables. A person examining compensation tables alone would 
therefore be unable to detect the steady buildup in the value of an executive's pension 
benefits. 

Furthermore, disclosure requirements obligate firms to include only those amounts 
paid to current executives in the summary compensation tables. Because most executives 

10. For a detailed description of pension practices and disclosures in general, see BEBCHUK & FRIED, 
supra note 3 ,  ch. 9. 

I I .  In  addition, it is not uncommon for firms ro credit executives with add~tional years of service at the 
time of their retirement, ratcheting up the final payout under the plan's fonnula. In our sample, for instance, the 
CEOs of Herculcs and Delta benefited from this practice. 
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are no longer employed by the firm when their pension payments begin, payments to 
these retired executives need not be included in the published tables. Thus, the value of 
an exccutive's defined-benefit pension plan never appears-either when pension 
payments are promised or when they are delivered-in the summary compensation tables 
from which the media and researchers collect most of their information about executive 
compensation. 

For this reason, executive pension plans have sometimes been marketed to corporate 
compensation committees specifically as a means for increasing compensation "off the 
radar screen of shareholder^."^^ According to media reports, some directors have voted to 
adopt such plans only after being reassured that the monetary value of the benefits would 
not have to be stated in the company's disclo~ures. '~Although the value of an 
executive's pension benefits does not appear in public disclosures, the existence of the 
pension plans themselves and the method for determining the amount of annual benefits 
must he disclosed in the firm's SEC filings.I4 In this Article, we use these disclosures to 
estimate the value of pension plans awarded to the CEOs in our sample. But such 
estimates are not accessible to outsiders without closely analyzing company disclosures 
and making a series of actuarial assumptions and calculations. 

Because of the limitations of existing disclosure requirements, the monetary values 
of executive pension plans have not been included in the standard databases that financial 
economists use for research on executive compensation. The comtnonly used 
ExecuComp data set, for example, includes only those compensation components for 
which firms disclose a monetary value. And, because the media also uses standard 
executive pay data sets, pension plan values have not been included in reports on CEO 
pay published annually in the financial press.15 To what extent has this omission distorted 
perceptions about the magnitude and structure of executive pay'! This is a question that 
we seek to answer in this Article. 

111. THEPUZZLEOF EXECUTIVEPENSIONS 

Before proceeding to an empirical investigation of executive pensions, we would 
like to discuss possible explanations for the heavy use of these benefits. Boards and 
executives negotiating at arm's-length can be expected to stmcture pay in an efficient 
way; if an alternative form of compensation could increase the total pic available to the 
contracting parties, they could both be made better off by switching to it. We therefore 
consider three arguments that might justify pensions as an efficient form of executive 
pay. We conclude that none of the considered efficiency explanations is persuasive. 

12. Liz Pulliam Weston, The Nation; The Fall of Enron; Despite Reces.vion. P e r k  (or Top Exeourive3 
Grow; Po).: Hiddm Benefits Muhroom os Employees' Reriremenr Plam Shrink, L A .  TIMES,Feb. I. 2W2, at 
A1  (quoting Cynthia Richson, Director of Corporate Governance for the State of  Wisconsin Investment Board). 

13. See, e g . ,  Glenn Howatt, HealrhPanners Ex-CEO ReopedBoord's Favors; Secret Deals Contributed 
ro $ 5 5  Million Package, STARTnle (Minneapolis-St. Paul), Jan. 17,2003, at I A .  According to this report, the 
Healthpartners board adopted a defined-benefit pension plw for the CEO "afler receiving assurances that the 
supplemental retirement plan wouldn't have to be reported to the public." Id. 

14. For an example of one such disclosure requirement, see supra note 2. 
IS. See. e . g .  Matthew Boyle, 2003 Erecutive Compensorion Report, When Will They Slop?, FORTUNE. 

May 3 ,  2004, at 123 (examining climbing pay of Fortune 500 executives, but excluding penslo" values); Louis 
Lavelle. Excccilive Pay, Bus. WK..Apr. 19,2004, at 106 (same). 
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Although obtaining a better picture of the magnitude of executive pensions would be 
useful in any event, the questions we raise with respect to the efticiency of this form of 
compensation underscore the need to do so. 

A. Tax Benefits? 

The use of executive pensions might seem appropriate given that firms offer pension 
plans to many non-executive employees. In contrast to executive pensions, howe\,er, the 
pension plans used for non-executive employees are designed to capture the benefits from 
favorable tax treatment of "qualified" pension plans. Firms get a current deduction for 
contributing funds to a qualified employee plan, whereas employees do not pay income 
taxes until they retirc and start getting payouts from the plan.I6 The funds invested by the 
firm grow tax free until the employee retires, with neither the firm nor the employees 
paying any taxes on the investments' appreciation in value. The qualified plans offered lo 
non-executive employees thus provide them with tax benefits at no cost to the firm. 

However, because of the limits on how much money can be placed in a qualified 
pension plan for each employee, firms cannot use qualified plans to provide executives 
with pensions that approach the magnitude of their annual compensation." For this 
reason, finus provide pensions to executives mainly through nonqualified "supplemental" 
executive retirement plans (SERPs). These SEWS do not enjoy a tax subsidy, however. 
and the investment income generated by SERPs is immediately subject to taxation. The 
effect of the SERP is largely to shift some of the executive's tax burden to the firm. 
Whether such a shift reduces or increases the combined tax bill of the executive and the 
firm depends on their respective tax rates and investment opportuniti~s. '~ 

There are good reasons to doubt that it is generally efficient for the company to bear 
the executive's tax burden. For one thing, given that the long-term capital gains tax rate 
paid by most individuals is lower than the marginal corporate tax rate paid by many 
companies, such a shift is likely to be inefficient in many cases. More importantly, it is 
telling that f ims  that provide SEWS to executives generally do not offer such plans to 
other employees. If SEWS were tax-efficient, one would expect companies to offer 
similar nonqualified plans to their non-executive employees. However, firms generally do 
not do so.I9 This fact suggests that, absent the tax subsidy provided to qualified plans, 
using nonqualified retirement benefits is generally not a tax-efficient way to compensate 
employees. Tlius, companies' common practice of offering nonqualified SERPs to 
executives is difficult to explain on tax-efficiency grounds. 

B. Reduction in Risk-Bearing Costs? 

In addition to shifting the burden of paying taxes on investment gains, SERPs also 

16 See 26 U.S.C. 8 402ia)(2000). 
17. 	 See id g 115 (b) (setting forth limits un contributtans to qualtfied plans). 


A N 0  BUS~NESS A PLANNING
18. See, e . g . MYRON S. SCHOLES ET AL., TAXES STRATEGY: APPROACH181-
83 (2004)(describing the vrsu~nptionsunder which such an anangement would be ran-efficient). 

19. See. e g ,  Paul Hodgson. Poor Disclosure and Elinsrn; The Problems Wdrh Executive BeneJils, I v E Y  
Bus. J., Sept. 1 ,  2004, at I ,  available a1 hnp:liwww.iveybusinessjoun~al.~od~iew~artt~Ie.asp?int
Article-lD+512 (noting that non-executive employees do nor have access to SERPs and non-qualified deferred 
compensation plans). None ofthe SERPs included in our study provided benefits to "an-executive e~nployees. 
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shift the risk of poor investment performance from the executive to the company. 
Executives' pension plans are defined-benefit plans, which guarantee fixed payments to 
the executive for life and thus shift the risk of investment performance entirely to the firm 
and its shareholders. No matter how poorly the firm and its investments perform, the 
executive is guaranteed a specified lifelong stream of payments. Thus, putting taxes 
aside, it might be suggested that pension plans produce an efficient reduction in 
executives' risk-bearing costs by shifting risk to shareholders who are better able to bear 
it.  

This explanation, however, is difficult to reconcile with the fact that firms have been 
shifting from defincd-benefit plans to defined-contribution plans in their compensation 
plans for non-executive employees.20 If defined-benefit plans produce a more efficient 
allocation of risks in contracts between companies and their executives, one would expect 
them to be similarly preferable for contracts between companies and their non-executive 
employees. Indeed, if anything, one would expect defined-benefit plans to be more 
valuable to regular employees-and thus to produce a greater reduction in risk-bearing 
costs-than they are to executives. Relative to executives, regular employees are likely to 
be more dependent on their companies' retirement plans to meet their financial needs and 
therefore less able to bear the investment risks associated with defined-contribution plans. 
Thus, the fact that many companies offer defined-benefit plans to their executives but not 
to regular employees casts doubt on this explanation for the widespread use of executive 
pensions. 

C Aligning the lnfererls of Execufives and Debtholders? 

Providing a substantial part of executives' compensation through pensions does not 
appear designed to provide executives with incentives to enhance share value. [n a recent 
paper, hourever, Sundaram and Yermack argue that executive pensions can be understood 
as a mechanism for aligning the interests of executives not with shareholders but rather 
with those of debth~lders .~ '  According to this explanation, by providing executives with 
compensation in the fonn of a debt of the firm, firms give executives incentives to 
increase debtholder value by avoiding risk-increasing actions that could increase the 
likelihood of default.22 

We are not persuaded that this debt-sewing explanation can account for the heavy 
use of executive pensions described here. First, a standard view in financial econotnics is 
that executives are likely to behave in a more risk-averse fashion than would be in the 
interest of diversified shareholders, and that a useful consequence of option plans is that 
they encourage executives to act less c o n s e ~ a t i v e l y . ~ ~  For those who hold this view, 

20. See, e . 8 .  David Hers. Protecting andfolilicizing Public Pension Fund Asserx Empirical Evidence on 
(he Effects sfGovernoncr Slrucrurn. and Practices. 39 U.C. DAVISL. REV. 187, 192 n.21 (2005) ("In the past 
thirty years. most privvrc pension plans, such as those sponsored by a corporate employer, have shifled from 
defined benefit plans to defincd contribution plans."). 

21. See Sundaram & Yemack. supranate6. at 18-21 
22. Far a theoretical rnodcl analyzing haw executive compensation could be designed to serve 

debtholders' interests, see, eg. .  Alex Edmans, The Role of  Debt in Optimal Managerial Compensation 
(unpublished paper, Mar. 2006).available at http:/lssm.codabs0-acl=758508. 

23. See, e . 8 ,  W I L L I A ~ IA. KLEIN& JOHNC .  COFFEE, Jn.. BUSINESS ORGANIZATION AND FINANCE: 
LEGALAND ECONO~CICPRINCIPLES 266-67 (6th ed. 1996). 

http:/lssm.codabs0-acl=758508
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compensating executives with debt of the firm could neutralize some of the beneficial 
effects of option grants and lead executives to be too conservative. 

Second, even if it were desirable to align the interests of executives with those of the 
company's debtholders, it is unclear why such incentives need to be provided through 
pensions rather than simply by providing executives with compensation made of a mix of 
equity and debt securities (or a mix of options on these types of securities). Such 
compensation could align the interests of executives with the firm's debtholders and 
shareholders in a more precise manner. 

Third, the debt-serving explanation is premised on the assumption that executive 
pensions will be treated in the same way in insolvency as will the claims of other 
creditors. Broadly speaking, however, this is simply not the case. Firms often use 
arrangements that shield SERP assets from the firm's general creditors.24 Firms also 
often give executives the contractual right to get in cash the actuarial value of their 
pension-and thus terminate their status as long-term dehtholders-at the time of their 
retirement.25 And firms going through Chapter I I reorganization often assume, in full, 
the company's obligations toward executives promised a defined-benefit pension even 
when paying only part of the claims of financial creditors.26 

Finally, if executive pensions were designed to serve debtholders, one would expect 
firms to commit to using them in the agreements accompanying public debt issuances, 
private debt placements, or bank loans. But such terms are not commonly included in 
such agreements, and we are unaware of any case in which they have been included. 

D. Camouflage? 

While the efficiency benefits of providing executives with defined-benefit SERPs 
are far from clear, such plans do considerably reduce the visibility of a substantial 
amount of performance-insensitive compensation. When designers of pay arrangements 
are interested in reducing the salience of the total amount of compensation, or the extent 
to which it is insensitive to performance, they might find executive pensions useful. A 
camouflage motive might lead to the inclusion of a pension component even where 
pensions do not produce efficiency benefits. Indeed, a camouflage motive might do so 
even when including pensions would be less efficient than providing the same 
compensation value in other forms. 

24. See I.R.S. P r i v  Ltr. Rul. 98100005 (Dec 3. 1997) (nottng that such arrangements are increasingly 
used). 

25. This statement is based on our conversations with Dave Cordon, a cornpensation lawyer wsch Clark 
Consulting, who has s great deal o f  experience in this area. I n  his experience, a substantial fraction of  SERPs 
provide executiws u,ith the oplsbn o f  taking the actuarial value of lheir plan as a lump-sum amount upon 
rerirernent. When a lump sum optron is available, the n t r  o f  return on long-tcm treasury bonds is commonly 
used as the discount n t e  for calculrting the present value o f  future pension payments. 

26. Recent examples o f  companies that underwent Chapter 11 reorganization and fully assumed such 
oblirations are Comdisco and Harvard Industries. whose rsoreaniration olans can be found at-
hllp Idpu.k~ l ru  .::Id c . 1 ~  L .1111J1,;d 1,130 +It 3rlJ t ~ u p  lbpt..L# .,,M bu: r<l<llk K I 1  J~...111~111( .%Ll~. 

. . l l J 2 - O I p J l  I . h I . . I h I t h .  11 1.1. 

experience, i t  is common for unfunded pension abligat~ans to executives to survive Chapter IIbankruptcy. See 
Supra note 25. 
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IV. MOTIVATINGEXAMPLES 

The discussion in Parts I1 and I11 highlights the importance of obtaining a 

quantitative sense of the magnitude of executive pensions and the fraction of total pay 

they comprise. Before turning to a systematic assessment of this subject, this Part 

discusses in detail several examples of pension benefits enjoyed by CEOs. These 

examples raise the possibility that executive pensions might be a significant form of 

compensation, and thus set the stage for the more systematic examination conducted in 

Part V. 


A. PJizer 's $80 Million Pension Benefit 

Hank McKinnell has served as Pfizer's CEO since 2001. He is a current Chairman 
of the Business Roundtable and former co-chair of the Business Roundtable's Corporate 
Governance Task Force. In November 2003, the Business Roundtable issued a statement 
entitled "Principles of Executive Compensation" prepared by the Task Force co-chaired 
by M~Kinnell .~ '  According to one of these principles, "[c]orporations should provide 
complete, accurate, understandable, and timely disclosure to stockholders concerning all 
significant elements of compensation and compensation practice^."^^ The principles call 
on companies to disclose compensation in a way that is "transparent and understandable 
to stockholders," addressing both "the form and amount of executive compensation" as 
well as "the relationship of executive compensation packages to corporate goals and 
~ t r a t e g y . " ~ ~  

During his tenure as CEO, McKinnell has received a total salary of approximately 
$5 million. His total compensation as CEO, at the time of this writing, added up to 
approximately $67 million?0 McKinnell's salary and total compensation as CEO do not 
stand out when compared to CEO pay at peer firms. But these numbers tell only half of 
the compensation story; the value of McKinnell's pension plan is greater than the total 
compensation he has received during his years as CEO. 

At 62, McKinnell is three years away from eligibility for retirement under his 
company's plan. Assuming conservatively that his compensation will not increase before 
his retirement, and using the pension tables provided in Pfizer's annual proxy, we 

27. BUS. ROUNDTABLE, COMPENSATION: PRINCIPLES (2003). available orEXECLITIYE AND COMMENTARY 
l ~ t l p : l l w w w . b u s i n e s s r ~ ~ n d t a b l e . ~ r ~ ' p d f l E i C m p t P i p l . p d f  EXECUTlVE[hereinafter 
COMPENSATION:PRINCIPLESAND COMMENTARY]; See also Transcript of Telephone Media Briefing, Busincss 
Roundtable ( N o v  17. 2003), available of http:/~rtor~~newsro~m~d~~~ment.a~p~?qs= 
5286BF807822BOFlAD2SOD46BFC5B2ROA80(presentation o f  fhe adopted principles by Hank McKinnell, 
Franklin Raines, and John Castellani). 

28. EXECUTIVE S U ~ ~ OCOMPENSATION: PRINCIPLES AND COMMENTARY, note 27, at 2. 
29. Id at 13-14. 
30. Throughout this Alticle, u,euse the term "total compcnration" to refer to both equity compensation 

(valued at the sum of the grant-date value of options and the value of restricted shares) as well as non-equity 
compensation. We have drawn all of our salary and total compensation figures directly from ExecuCamp's 
database. All compensation from years before 2003 has been adjusted for inflation using the annual change in 
the Consunler Price Inden. Note that because ExecuComp contained only data from 1992 to 2003 when we 
carried out our analysis, these results cxcludc compensation received in years outside this period. For additional 
dcscusnion of our methodology for comparing pension values to executives' total compensation, see infm notes 
62 and 67. 

http:/~rtor~~newsro~m~d~~~ment.a~p~?qs=
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estimate that McKinnell will receive an annual pension of $6.5 million upon his 
r e t i ~ e m e n t . ~ ~it is worth noting that Pfizer's proxy statement discloses neither the 
actuarial value of McKinnell's pension benefits nor the amount of the annual payment. 
To value this pension, therefore, a reader would have to carefully review Pfizer's 
disclosures to determine how the firm will calculate the annual payment, and then make 
an actuarial assessment of the cost of these payments over the remainder of McKinnell's 
life. 

Moreover, investors seeking to place a monetary value on McKinnell's pension plan 
would require additional information to do so. As is the case with many CEOs, his 
pension will be paid in the form of a joint-life annuity, guaranteeing a 50% benefit to his 
surviving spouse in the event of his death. Thus, the actuarial value of his pension plan 
depends on whether he is married and, if so, the age of his spouse. The proxy statement 
does not provide any information on these matters. We have been unable in our research 
to determine whether McKinnell is in fact married,)? and the company declined a request 
that it provide the information about McKinnell's status necessary to calculate the value 
of his retirement benefit." 

If McKinnell is not married, we estimate the actuarial value of his pension plan at 
approximately $71.5 million.34 If he was indeed recently married, the extent to which the 
value of his pension has increased depends on the age of his spouse. For example, 
assuming that McKinnell's spouse is the same age as he is, we estimate that the marriage 
has increased the value of his pension by $11.6 million, bringing the total amount to 
approximately $83 million. In either case, understanding the value of McKinnell's 
retirement benefits, which do not appear to be disclosed to investors in the "transparent 
and understandable" way recommended by the Business Roundtable, is critical for 
investors seeking to gain a complete picture of his overall compensation.35 

B. UnitedHealrh Group: Making CEO Refent~onMore D%ficult 

William McGuire became CEO of UnitedHealth Group in October 1999. In 2003, he 
earned a base salary of $2.1 million and received total compensation of approximately 
$10 million.36 Again, however, McGuire's annual pay is only part of the story. 

McGuire is entitled to substantial retirement henefits. UnitedHealth will pay him 
approximately $5.1 million per year upon his retirement for the remainder of his life, and 
it will pay approximately $2.5 million each year to his surviving spouse.37 Assuming 

I .  See PFIZERINC., NOTICEOF ANNUAL MEETING OF SIIAREHOLDERS, PROXYSTATEMENT AND 2004 
FINANCIALREPORT 55 (2005). ovailoble ar http:/ /ww.pfizer.corru'pfizer!d~~nI~ad!in~~e~t~r~Ifinanci~ll  
prary_03lO_05.pdf(using the company's pension plan table to calculate a hypothetical annual benefit and 
assuming that Dr. McKinnell's 2004 co~npensationis indicative of the total compensation figure upon which his 
pension benefit will bc baaed). 

32. See Amy Barre*, Pfizer's Funk, Bus. WK.,Feb. 28. 2005, at 72 (providing resume of "Pfizer lifer" 
Henry A. McKinnell, Jr.). 

33. Telephone Intcwiew with Piizcr Media Relations Department (Apr. 8,2005). 
34. Our methodology for calculating thc actuarial value of pension plans is described infro at text 

accompanying notes 55 through 57. 
35. EXECUTIVECOMPENSATION: supra note 27, at 13.PRtNClPLES AND COMMENTARY, 
36. See UnitedHealth Group, Proxy Statement (Fom DEF 14A). at I8 (Apr  9,2004). 
37. Id  a1 26. 

http://ww.pfizer.corru'pfizer!d~~nI~ad!in~~e~t~r~Ifinanci~ll
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McGuire is married to a woman his age, we estimate the present value of his pension 
benefit at approximately $45 million, more than four times his total compensation in 
2003. 

An interesting feature of McGuire's pension plan is that, once in place, the plan's 
design might make it more costly for the company to retain him. Companies often refer to 
executive retention as one of the goals of their compensation arrangements, but 
McGuire's plan does not seem to senre this goal. Under the terms of the plan, the 
company will be obligated to begin paying McGuire's annual benefit upon termination of 
his employment "for any reason."38 Unlike most executives, who must wait until a 
designated retirement age-usually 65-before collecting pension benefits, McGuire, 
who is now just 57 years old, can begin receiving these substantial payments whenever 
he chooses to retire. 

From McGuire's perspective, then, working for an additional year costs him 55.1 
million in forgone pension payments. Thus, UnitedHealth must pay him $5.1 million 
each year in order for him to break even with respect to his decision not to retire. That is, 
McGuire will be financially rewarded for choosing to work only after the company 
spends $5.1 million to neutralize the effects of his entitlement to large pension benefits 
whenever he leaves.39 

C Black & Decker: The Signijicance ofPensions to Shureholder Value 

While McGuire and McKinnell are entitled to substantial pension benefits in 
absolute terms, their companies have large market capitalizations, and their pension 
benefits comprise only a small fraction of their firms' substantial market values. For 
smaller companies, however, executives' pension values might be significant relative to 
ovcrall firm value. Nolan Archibald, Black & Decker's CEO, will be entitled to annual 
pension payments upon his retirement at age 60.4O Assuming conservatively that his 
compensation will not increase before his retirement, his annual pension payment will be 
approximately $2.5 million. We estimate the present value of his retirement benefits at 
$38.3 million?' 

These pension benefits are hardly negligible to the shareholders' bottom line. At the 
time of this writing, Black & Decker's market capitalization stood at $6.75 billion.42 

38. Id.at 25-26. 
39. I t  might be suggested that at the time Mccui re  was promised his generous retiicmcnt benefits, the 

large actuarial value o f  the plan could have hecn hclpful in inducing h im to serve as CEO. For any given 
actuarial benefit the company wanted to provtde en ante, however, the company could have avoided the 
pcrlerne effect described here by  providing a larger annual payment beginning at a stipulated retirement agc, 
rather rhan giving McGuire an annual incentive to retire from the firm. 

40. Black & Decker Cop. ,  Pmxy Statement (Form DEF 14A). at 14, 16~17(Mar. 14.2005).avoilohle at 

http:iiwww.ir.bdk.comiphoenix.zhtml?c=100780&p=iml-sec. Note that although Black & Decker's perislo" 
plan calls for a retirement age of 65, its SERP has a "normal rerircmenl age" o f  60. id. at 1 7  Because the 
majority o f  Mr.Archibald's benefic wi l l  bc paid through the latter program, we used a retirement age of 60 in 
valuing his pension. 

41. For a desctiption o f  the mcthadology we used to calculate the actuarial value of  pension plans. see 
infro text accompanying notes 55 through 57. 

42. We calculated the tirm's market capitalization on the basis ofoutstanding shares md share prlce as of 
March 10,2006, 

http:iiwww.ir.bdk.comiphoenix.zhtml?c=100780&p=iml-sec
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Archibald's pension alone, then, was worth approximately 0.57% of the total value of the 
finn that he operates. Archibald's example makes clear that the magnitude of pension 
benefits can be substantial even in the context of overall firm size. Interestingly, as 
recently as 2003, Archibald's pension value constituted a substantially higher percentage 
of Black & Decker's market capitalization. As of December 31, 2003, Black & Decker's 
market capitalization was approximately 53.8 billion, and the value of Archibald's 
pension was therefore equal to about I% of the firm's value.43 Clearly, pension values 
can be significant relative not only to total executive pay but also relative to total firm 
value. 

D. Home Depot: High Pensions, Brief Tenure 

The preceding examples described executives who had lengthy tenure with their 
companies. As our final example illustrates, however, some executives are able to 
accu~nulate rather large retirement benefits even before they accrue lengthy service with 
their firms. 

Robert Nardelli joined Home Depot in December 2000 to become its new President 
and CEO. In 2003 he received total compensation of approximately $22 million4"hree 
years into his tenure, however, Nardelli, who is 56 years old, is already entitled to annual 
payments of approximately $3.25 million upon his retirement at age 62.j5 Even assuming 
that Nardelli's compensation level does not increase before he turns 62, we estimate the 
present value of his pension entitlement at approximately $33 million. Thus, if Nardelli 
leaves the company upon reaching retirement age, he will receive approximately $4 
million in retirement benefits for each year of service a?CEO. This figure will increase, 
of course, if Nardelli's salary or bonus increases before he retires. 

Moreover, even if Nardelli leaves the firm now, he will still be entitled to receive 
annual payments starting at age 62. In such a case, as Home Depot's proxy statement 
indicates, Nardelli will receive only "discounted benefits," but the statement provides no 
information about the size of this discount. Furthermore, the company declined our 
request to provide information about the size of the discount.46 Assuming that the 
discount is approximately 33%, for example, Nardelli can depart Home Depot after just 
four years of service with retirement benefits of $22 million, or more than $5 million in 
pension benefits alone for each year he served as CEO. Of course, the exact figure 
depends on the magnitude of the discount, which Home Depot has chosen not to disclose 
to investors, making it even more difficult for shareholders to appreciate the significance 
of these benefits and their effects on firm value. 

43. Thin percentage declined berwecn December 2003 and April 2005 as a consequence of an increase ~n 
the pricc of Black &Decker stuck during this period. 

44. THEHOMEDEPOT, STATEMENT MEETING OF STOCKHOLDERS PROXY AND NOTICE OF 2004 ANNUAL 
26 (2004). availableal h t t p : ! ! i r . h o m e d e p o t . ~ ~ d d o ~ n l 0 a d ~ ! h d 2 ~  

45. id at 33. We estimated Mr. Nardelli's annual benefit by applying the company's formula for the 
benefit to his 2003 compensation. 

46. Telephone Interview with Home Depot Media Relations Deparlment (Apr. 8.2005). 

http:!!ir.homedepot.~~ddo~nl0ad~!hd2~
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V. THE SIGNIFICANCE OF PENSIONS 

The above examples suggest that an analysis of executive pay that excludes 
retirement benefits might tell only part of the story. To examine whether this is indeed the 
case, we turn now to a more systematic study of the magnitude of these benefits and their 
effects on the total magnitude and structure of executive compensation. 

A. Sample 

The precise value of an executive's pension plan usually does not crystallize until 
the executive approaches retirement. Executives who will remain at their firms for 
extended additional periods may well experience changes (usually increases) in the 
magnitude of their annual pension amount. Therefore, to get a good sense of the role that 
pension values play in the overall picture of executive pay, it is useful to focus on 
executives whose final retirement benefits can be estimated with relative accuracy. 
Therefore, our sample includes executives who either (1) have alrcady departed their 
firms, or (2) are likely to retire in the relatively near term. 

Our study therefore includes two sets of executives. Our first samplc was generated 
by searching ExecuComp's database for CEOs at S&P 500 companies who departed their 
firms during 2003 or during the first five months of 2004." The second sample included 
all CEOs in the ExecuComp database at S&P 500 companies who were between 63 and 
67 years old on December 31, 2003, the most recent date for which we had data 
available. 

Our first sample of retired executives is set forth in Table 1 below. Among this first 
group of executives, 28 CEOs, or 68%, were members of a company-sponsored pension 
plan. Thus, the incidence of pension plans in our sample is comparable to some recent 
estimates of the prevalence of such plans among CEOs of public f i n n ~ ? ~  The CEOs in 
our first sample were, on average, approximately 62 years old and served an average term 
of seven years as CEO prior to their departures. Because the group contains only S&P 
500 issuers, the mean market capitalization of the companies in our sample is rather 
large, at more than $21 billion. The sample nevertheless includes a relati\pely diverse 
collection of companies, with values ranging from just over $1 billion to more than $250 
billion.49 

Our second sample is set forth in Table 2 below. The ExecuComp database included 
36 CEOs of S&P 500 companies between the ages of 63 and 67. Among this group, 23 
CEOs, or 64% were members of a company-sponsored pension plan.50 Unsurprisingly, 
the CEOs in our second sample have a slightly higher average age (64.6 years) than the 

47. We selected this limeframe because EnecuComp's most recent update at the time of this writing 
included only data through May 2004. 

48. The incidence ofpcnsion plans in this sample is comparable to a figure providcd by Clark Consulting. 
which recently esttmated that 70% of companies used defined-benefit pension plans in 2003. See CLARK 
CONSULTING. TENTH ANXUAL SURVEY OF EXECUTI\'E BENEFITS, ovoilable a, 

htrp:~/www.clarkcons~Iting~~o~~'kn~wIedge~enter~aIfi~leshenefitllOthannualsuwey.doc. 
49. Because we have drawn market value data from the ExecuComp database far this group of executives, 

notc that all value^ represent the issuers' marker values at the end of 2003. 
50. The incidence o f  pension plans in this sample, then,was also consistent with analysts' estimates of the 

incidence of pension plans generally. See CL.%RKCONSULTING,supra note 48. 
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executives in our first sample. Thc issuers in our second sample also have a slightly 
higher mean market value of $26.1 billion, although this sample, too, consists of a broad 
range of companies, with values ranging tiom $3.5 billion to $271 billion. 
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TABLE1: RECENTLY S&P 500 EXECUTIVESDEPARTED W I T H  PENSIOU BENEFITS 

Issuer Name Markct Value Executive Age Departure Length of 
Date Serv~ce 

(Years) 
Allegheny 1,066,854,000 Murdy 65 9130103 2.28 

Technolog~es Inc. 
Ambac Financial 7,414,668,000 Lassiter 60 1127104 12.93 

Ameren Corp. 7,470,446,000 Mueller 65 12131103 10.14 
Anadarko 12,798,307,000 Allison, Jr. 65 111102 15.48 

Jr. 
Motorola Inc. 33,500,770,000 Calvin 54 1/5/04 7.11 

New York Times 7,118,277,000 Lewis 56 12/31/04 7.31 
Progress Energy 1 1,091,642,000 Cavanaugh 65 2/29/04 7.52 

Inc. 111 
Rockwell / 4,851,026,000 1 Davis,Jr. 1 65 1 214104 1 6.44 

Automation 
Symbol Tech. 3,905,069_000 Bravman 47 12130103 1.43 

Texas Instruments 50,845,762,000 Engibous 5 1 511104 7.98 
Thomas & Betts 1,338,287,000 Dunnigan 66 1116104 3.49 
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TABLE2: CURRENTLY S&P 500 CEOS BETWEEN AGES 63 AND 67SERCINC 

Issuer Name Market Value Executive Age Date Length 
Became of 

CEO Service-
Years5' 

Ann Corp. 7,507,775.000 Ryan 66 8/1/82 23.0 
Avery Dennison 6,188,529,000 Neal 63 511198 7.0 

Colgate-Palmolive 26,888,861,000 Mark 65 5/1/84 21.2 
Co. 

Cooper Industries 5,407,88 1,000 R~ley, Jr. 63 9/1/95 9.7 
Ltd. 

Countlywide 13,977,486,000 Mozilo 65 2/1/98 7.3 
Financial Cop .  
Dow Chemical 38,266,641,000 Stavropoulos 64 1211510 2.4 

7 

51. We calculated the executives' length of service through and including August 2005. We have drawn 
the date on which each executive bccamc CEO from EnecuComp, which uses the first date of the month for 
these purposes if public disclosurer do not reveal thc date of the appobntment. 

52. In November 2004, SouthTrust %,as sold to Wachovia Bank, and Malone retared shonly thereafter. 
Malone's post-retirement compensation has since become a subject of some controversy. See. e g . ,  Gretchen 
Morgcnson, Gofor Plarinum, N.Y.TIMES,Feh. 5.2006, at A2. 
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Taken together, these samples provide a picture of the magnitude of the costs of 
executive pension plans to shareholders. The first sample, which consists only of retired 
CEOs, permits us to estimate the magnitudes of pensions that shareholders have already 
begun to pay. The second sample, which consists of CEOs who are approaching 
retirement, permits us to assess the approximate costs of pensions that shareholders can 
he expected to start paying before too long. 

B. Annual Pension Values 

ARer identifying the set of executives and issuers in each sample, we estimated the 
annual pension benefit of each executive by reviewing the issuers' proxy materials, 8-Ks, 
and the executives' employment agreements. These materials often disclose either the 
executives' annual pension benefits, which are commonly based upon their length of 
service and selected categories of compensation, or at least the formula used by the firm 
to calculate this benefit.53 We also adjusted the annual value of the executives' pension 
benefits for "grossing-up" provisions that entitle participants to have the company cover 
the tax liability generated by pension benefits.s4 Our estimates of the annual payments 
also included additional grants of "service credit" by the issuers' hoards of directors, 
which in several cases increased the executives' retirement benefits considerably. For 
example, in our first sample, William H. Joyce was granted 15 years of service credit 
when he became CEO of Hercules, Inc., at an anticipated cost of nearly $5 million. 

Tables 3 and 4 below set forth our estimates of the CEOs' annual pension benefits in 
each of the two samples we examine. As Table 3 indicates, the average annual payment 
for our sample of retired executives is $1.1 million. Charles Cawley, former CEO of 
MBNA Corporation, is entitled to the highest annual pension payment in this group, at 
$2.3 million per year. Table 4 provides our results for the sample of current executives 
approaching retirement age. These executives had an average annual pension benefit of 
$1.5 million. The executive with the highest annual benefits among our sample of current 
CEOs. Lee Raymond of Exxon Mobil, is entitled to $5.7 million per year. 

53. In those cases in which the exact amount of the executive's annual benefit was not disclosed, we 
assumed that the benefit would be calculated on thc basis o f  the executive's compensation in the year of scnice 
preceding his retirement. In all of these cases, we calculated the executive's annual benefit based upon the 
categories of compensation that the issuer's pension plan includes when calculating benefits. 

54. In those cases that required "grossing up" of annual benefits, we conservatively assumed that federal 
and state income taxes subject retiring CEOs to a marginal tax rare of 35%. 
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TABLE3: THE VALUEOF RETIRED CEOS' PENSION PLANS 

1 Issuer Name I Executive 1 Annual / Actuarial Value I
1 Pension of Pension 

Allegheny Technologies Inc. Murdy / 818,983 10,433,234 
Ambac Financial Lassiter 1,950,000 19,463,885 

Ameren Corp. Mueller 360,000 4,586,104 

Boeing Co. I Condit 

Caterpillar Inc. Barton 1 1,312,50( 


Clorox Co. Sullivan 1,760,000 / 


Hercules lnc. Joyce 477,390 5,470.7 10 

Int'l Paper Co. Dillon 1,489,554 18,365,143 

Jefferson-Pilot Stonecipher 2,272,143 26,254,146 

MBNA Cow. Cawley 2,274,000 27,589,420 


Moody's Corp. Rutherfurd, Jr. 950,000 12,102,270 

Motorola Inc. Galvin 1,507,692 41,283,263 


New York Times Lewis 750,000 6,158,841 
Progress Energy Inc. Cavanaugh I11 1,045,168 13,3 14,530 

Rockwell Automation Davis, Jr. 1,165,879 15,002,428 
Symbol Tech. Bravman 600,000 3,302,733 

Texas Instruments Engibous 742,306 4,776,122 
Thomas & Betts Corp. Dunnigan 1,807,500 26,185,101 

Waste Management Inc. Myers 923,077 19,808,226 
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C. Costs of Retirement BeneJfs: Actuarial Values of Pension Plans 

After identifying each executive's annual pension benefit. we calculated the value of 
these income streams by estimating the price of a life annuity ~ n s t m r n e n t ~ ~  purchased at 
the applicable retirement age and providing an annual payment equal to the executive's 
benefit.j6 In those cases in which the company's pension plan provided benefits to the 

55. Because we d id  nor emect aninor offsets reauired by some vension duns in our sample to be 
significant, we dtd not attempt lo  dcduct those offsets from the estimates set forth here. Several of the pension 
plans in our sample, for example, rcqulrc deductions for Social Security payments to which the executives will 
be entitled during thelr retirements. These benefits are likely l o  be qusrr small relative to annual penslon 
puynients. 

56. These calculations, which depended in pan on the executive's gcndcr and state o f  residence. were I" 

many cases performed by using an Internet mechanism for pricing annuitces. See Instant Annuity Price 
Calculator, http://www.immediateannuiti~s.com(last visited Mar. 23, 2006). For simplicity, we assumed that 

http://www.immediateannuiti~s.com
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executive's spouse on a joint-sunrivor basis, we calculated the value of the pension by 
pricing an annuity providing for joint-survivor benefits purchased when the executive 

reached retirement age.57 All but one member of our first sample are entitled to pension 
benefits at the age of 65.58Because most of the executives in this first sample will not be 
entitled to receive the annual benefit until they reach the age of 65, we discounteds9 the 
value of their pension benefits to present-value dollars over the time period between their 
departure and the year the executive will reach the retirement age.60 

Tables 3 and 4 above set forth the actuarial values of the pension benefits of the 
CEOs in our samples. CEO pension values in our first sample, which includes only 

executtves would reside or retire i n  the state in which, according to ExecuComp, thc f i rm maintains its 
hcadquaners. 

57. We used lhis methodology to calculate the value o f  the pension benefit in every case but onc I n  char 
case, Richard Bravman, former CEO of  Symbol Technologies, was awarded a 15-ycar strcam of payments 
rather than a l i fe benefit. To estinnte the value o f  lhat benefit, we simply calculated the value o f  a 15-year 
annuity i n  the amount o f  Mr. Bravman's benefit at a discount rare of 5%. 

58. In  most cases, the issuer's proxy materials explicitly indicated that thc executive would not be etrtitled 
to pension benefits until he reached the pension elan's normal retire~nent uec. I n  one case. however. Motorola 
CEO Chnstaphcr Galvin's pension plan called for payments beginning atyhe age o f  55, or shortly after his 
retirement. Payments in advance of  the standard retirement age were also used in rhe much-publicized case o f  
Franklin Raines, which war not included i n  our analysis bccaure Raines's resirnation took "lace outside our-
sample timeframe. See Bebchuk & Fried, supra note I.O f  course, because such amangements significantly 
increase the number o f  actuarially likely payments i n  the pensioner's income stream, they can increase the value 
o f  the pension asset substanrially. 

59. In calculating the present value ofthe pensians af CEOs who have not yet retired, we assumed that the 
amount o f  the executive's annual benefit w i l l  not increase between his departure and the retirement age. This is 
a conscrvatwc arsumptiun because several executives i n  our sample continued to accrue service-time crcdat, 
thereby ,"creasing the value o f  their pensions, by sewing as an outside consultan1 to the company or as a 

(member o f  the company's board o f  directon. For example, G. Thomas Baker of lntemational Game 
Technology became Chairman of that company's board after his resignation. Richard Bravman of Symbol 
Tcchnologiea remained a senior advisor to that company's neu,CEO at the time of hns retirement. Although we 
expcct that both executives would continue to accrue service credit as a result o f  their continued employment, 
we have not increased their estimated annual pension benefit as a consequence o f  these arrangements. 

In discounting the valuc of penston assets for executives who have not yet retired, we assumed a 
discount rate of 5%. Sundaram and Yermack, supra note 6, at 7, suggest that this rate might be lower than i s  
appropriate for companies with a significant likelihood o f  default. Howver,  several firms hare establ~shed 
trusts to ellsure that executlvc pensions rill bc secure even in the event thar the firm declares bankruptcy. See. 
e g . .Theo Francis & Ellen E. Schultz, G u e . ~Whose Retiremen( Benefirs Arrn 'I Sndangered?; hlony Companirr 
Ser Up Trurts lo Prutecl Huge Pensioorfor Top Execulives, PITTSBURGH POST-G~z5rrE.Apr. 6, 2003, at B - I  
(d~scuss~nghow Della A i r  Lincs and other conipanier "actually turn the [pmslon funds] aver to the executives, 
or to special trusts set up i n  their names"). Funhermore, as we have noted, see supra tent accompanying note 

26. even when executives' pensions are unsecured, firms going through Chapter IIbankruptcy often choose to 
assume fully such obligations. 

Given these considcrations, and especially i n  view ofour conservattve assumptions with respect to the 
change in benefits between the date o f  calculnrion and the date o f  eligibsllty for annual payments, there is litt le 
basis for expecting our methodology to result i n  overestimation of the present value of executives' penslans. 

60. For instance, after the death of Dana Corporation executive Joseph Magl~ochetti, his spouse chore a 

lump-sum payment equal to the present value o f  the annual benefit to u,hich Maglaachetti was entitled. To 
calculate the comparable annual benefit in this situation, we simply calculated the future value of the lump-sum 
payment in this case and then computed the actuarially necessary annual paymenti required to finance an 
annuity with this value. This approach i s  simply the converse of the analysis we used to calculate the total 
actuarial value o f  a strear o f  payments i n  cases i n  which the issuer disclosed the value of each payment in the 
sneam rather than the value o f  the lump sum. Seesupra text accompanying notes 55-57. 
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retired executives, had an average value of about $15 million; pension benefits for all 28 
executives in this sample totaled more than $423 million. The current CEOs featured in 
our second sample were, on average, entitled to even more substantial benefits. As Table 
4 shows, the average actuarial value of the current executives' pension benefits exceeded 
$19 million. The 23 executives in this group were entitled to approximately $451 million 
in total benefits. Taken together, then, our sample of 51 current and retired CEOs is 
entitled to pension benefits worth over $800 million. 

Table 5 below provides summary statistics for each of our samples as well as 
summary data for the combined sample of 51 executives. The median actuarial value of 
the pcnsion benetits in our first sample was about $14 million; the median for our second 
sample, as well as for the 51 executives in our sample overall, was approximately $15 
million.6' 

TABLE5 :  MAGNITUDE OF PENSION VALUESAND \'ARIABILITY 

Sample Statistics 1 Annual Pension I Actuarial Value I 
Amounts of Pensions 

Retired CEOs (28) 
Median 1,096,857 14,158,479 
Mean 1,146,098 15,120,893 
Standard Deviation 549,307 9,117,543 
Minimum 360,000 3,302,733 
Maximum 2,274,000 41,283,263 

Current CEOs (23) 1 I 
Median 1,231,737 15,035,833 
Mean 1,533,787 19,611,312 
Standard Deviation 1,193,181 15,141,154 
Minimum 379,611 4,835,932 
Maximum 5,760,000 73,377,666 

Median 

Standard Deviation 
Minimum 

Importantly, there is substantial variance within each sample and across the 
combined set of 51 executives as a whole. As Table 5 shows, the annual pension amount 
ranges from a low of $360,000 to a high of nearly $2.3 million in our first sample of 
retired CEOs, and ranges from a low of about $380,000 to a high of nearly $5.8 million in 

61. In discussing [he summary statistics in this and subsequent tablcs, we will focus on median figures in 
order to avoid distortions caused by outliers in  the sample. 
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our second sample of currently serving executives nearing retirement age. This 
substantial variation among executives indicates that the exclusion of pensions from 
analysis of executive compensation is likely not only to skew analysis of the magnitude 
of executive pay but also distort comparisons among executives. Because the effect of 
pension payments on executives' compensation varies considerably among individual 
CEOs, analyses of executive pay that omit pension values are lkely to produce 
comparisons among executives that do not reflect an accurate ranking of the executives' 
total compensation. 

D. Relative Significance of Pension Values 

Having observed the value of pension benefits in each of our samples in absolute 
terms, we turn now to examining the significance of these values in the context of 
executives' overall pay. Table 6 presents a comparison between the pension benefits we 
valued and other components of executive compensation in each sample and for the 
combined group of 51 executives in our study. 

I .  Ratios of Pension Values to Salaries Received During CEO Tenure 

The first column in Table 6 compares the executives' pension values to the base 
salaries the executives received throughout their tenures as CEOS.~* The median ratio of 
pension value to basc salary was 2.2:l for the first sample of retired executives; 1.9:l for 
the second sample of current executives; and 2.1:l for the overall group of 51 executives 
in our study. 

In addition, the variation of the relationship of the CEOs' pensions to their salaries 
was substantial within each of the samples and in the group as a whole. This ratio ranged 
from 0.6:l to 92.1  in the first sample and from 0.4:1 to 16.0:l in the second sample. The 
executive with the highest ratio of pension value to CEO salary was Robert Catell of 
Keyspan Corporation, whose pension is worth more than 16.0 times the sum of all salary 
payments he has received as CEO. 

62. We calculated the executives' total base salaries during their service as CEOs using ExccuComp's 
base salary data for each sxecurive between 1992 and 2003, and by using the database's ' C E O  field to 
determine whether the cxrcutivc war the CEO during a particular year. Therefore. these ratios exclude 
compensation rhc executives receivcd before 1992. Each executlve's compensation was adjusted to 2003 dollan 
using the CPI. 
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TABLE6: RATIOS OF PENSION BENEFITSTO NON-EQUITYCOMPENSATION 

Sample Statistics Pensiod Pensioni PensionICEO Pension1 
CEO Career Career Career Non- Career Non- 

Salary6' ~ ~ u i t ~ ~ '  it^^^ 
Retired CEOs 
(281 

Median 2.2 1.6 0.8 0.6 

Mean 2.8 1.9 1.1 0.8 

Standard 

Deviation 1.9 1.1 0.9 0.6 

Minimum 0.6 0.5 0.1 0.1 

Maximum 9.2 5.1 3.4 2.4 


Current CEOs 
i
1 

I I 	 I 

(23) 

Median 1.9 1.6 0.7 0.6 

Mean 2.8 1.9 1.1  0.7 


/ 	 Standard I I 1 1 I 
Deviation 3.1 1.1 1.4 0.5 
Minimum 0.4 0.4 0.2 0.2 
Maximum 16.0 5.4 7.2 2.9 

Combined 

Sample (51) 

Median 2.1 1.6 0.8 0.6 

Mean 2.8 1.9 1.1 0.7 

Standard 

Deviation 2.5 1.1 1.1 0.6 

Minimum 0.4 0.4 0. I 0.1 

Maximum 16.0 5.4 7.2 2.9 


63. "CEO Carecr Sillilry" rcfcn to the exccutivc's base salaly as reported by EnecuComp between 1992 
and 2003 for all years in which the executive served as CEO, adjusted according to the Bureau of Labor 
Statistics' estimate of the annual growth in ihc Consumer Products Index (CPI) between 1992 and 2003. 

64. "Career Salary" refen to the executive's total base salary as reported by EnecuComp between 1992 
and 2003, regardless ofwhether the executive was serving as CEO, adjusted according to the CPI. 

65. "CEO Career Nan-Equity" refers to the executive's total compensation, including oprions at issuance 
value, as reported by EnecuComp between 1992 and 2003 for a l l  years in which the executive sewed as CEO, 
less restricted stock and option grants, adjusted according to thc CPI. 

66. "Career Non-Equity" refers to the executive's total compensation, including options at issuance value, 

as reported by ExecuComp between 1992 and 2003, regardless of whether the executive served as CEO, less 

restricted stock and option grants in each year and adjusted according to the CPI. 
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2. Ratios of Pensions to Salaries Throughout Tenure w,ith ihe Firm 

Because some of the CEOs in each sample sewed with their companies prior to their 
appointments as CEOs, the second column in Table 6 provides our results for the ratio 
between each executive's pension value and the salary he received during his entire 
tenure at the company through 2003. The median ratio between pension value and salary 
during the executives' careers with their firms was approximately 1.6:l in each of our 
samples, and the median ratio was also 1.6:l for the entire group of 51 executives. Again, 
there was significant variance within each of the samples. The ratio of pension value to 
total career salary ranged from 0.5:l to 5. l : l  in our first sample, and from 0.4:1 to 5.4: 1 
in our second sample. After Robert Catell, who again had the highest ratio, the CEO with 
the second-highest ratio was Maury Myers of Waste Management, Inc., whose pension is 
worth more than 5.1: 1 the total salary hc has received during his career at the firm. 

3. Ratios ofpensions lo Non-Equity Compensation During CEOs ' Tenure 

The third column in Table 6 focuses on the ratio of executives' pension values to the 
non-equity compensation the executives received during their tenure as CEO.67 The 
median value of this ratio was 0.8:l for our first sample of retired executives, 0.7:l for 
our sample of current CEOs, and 0.8:l for our group of executives as a whole. There was, 
again, significant variance among executives: the ratio ranged from 0.1:l to 3 4 : l  in our 
first sample, and from 0.2: 1 to 7.2: 1 in our second sample. 

4. Ratios of Pensions lo Nun-Equity Compensation Throughout Firm Tenure 

The fourth column of Table 6 also compares pension values to non-equity 
compensation, but includes non-equity compensation received throughout the executives' 
tenure with their firms-regardless of whether the compensation was received during the 
executives' service as the CEO or in another executive position. Even when we include 
this compensation in our comparison between pension values and non-equity pay, 
pensions remain a significant factor. The median ratio between pension values and non- 
equity compensation received throughout the executives' tenure with their firms was 
approximately 0.6:l for both of our samples of executives as well as for the overall 
group. Tn other words, the median CEO in our sample had a pension asset worth 
approximately 60% of the value of all the non-equity compensation received during his 
tenure at the firm. 

In addition, there was considerable variance in the relationship between the 
executives' pensions and their non-equity compensation. Among all executives with 

67. We calculated the executives' non-equity compensation during their tcnurcs as CEOs using 
ExecuCornp's data far the executives' total cornpensarion, including the value of options at the date they were 
granted and reducing that total compensation figure by the Black-Scholes value aC [he options at the dare of 
issuance and the value of any restricted stock grants. In one case, to correct for a repaning error in 
ExecuComp's database, we were required to use the executive's compensation based upon the exercise value, 
rather than the issuance value, of equity compensation. Because exercise value was typically less than issuance 
value both overall and in this executive's case, lhir, too. 1s a conacrvative assumption. Note also that for our 
sample of currently serving executives, all compensation data includes only results through December 2003. 
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pensions in our data set, this ratio ranged from O.I:l to 2.9:l. Catell was again the leader 
among all 51 executives with a ratio of approximately 2.9: 1 between his pension and his 
total non-equity compensation. Kevin Dunnigan, CEO of Thomas & Betts Corporation, 
was close behind with aratio of approximately 2.4:1. 

5. Ratios ofpensions to Total Executive Compensation 

Finally, we compared the values of the executives' pensions to the rota1 
compensation, including equity-based compensation, that the executives received before 
their ~ e t i r e m e n t . ~ ~  Table 7 below presents the results of this analysis. 

TABLE7: SIGNIFICANCE RELATIVEO F  PENSIONS T O  TOTAL COMPEXSATION 

68. To calculate the CEOs' total compensation, we used ExecuComp's total collrpensatian data, including 
the value of stock options and restricted stock at the issuance date, and adjusted each value to 2003 dollars using 
the CPI. Far a more detailed descnptian of our methodology for valuing total executive cornpenration, see 
supra notes 62 and 67 and accompanying text. 

69. "CEO Career Total Comp." refen to the executive's total compensation, including opttons at issuance 
value hetween 1992 and 2003, during years of CEO service only. 

70. ''Career Total Curnp." refers to the executive's total compensation, including options at Issuance value 
between 1992 and 2003. regardless of whether the executive served as CEO. 
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executives' pensions and total compensation was 35.3% in our first sample, 27.8% in our 
second sample, and 34.5% in the overall group of executives in our study. Table 7 
therefore indicates that the executives' pensions represented a considerable proportion of 
their total compensation during their service as CEOs. Table 7 also indicates that there 
was considerable variance among executives with respect to the ratio between executive 
pensions and total compensation. Again, Robert Catell led all executives in our sample, 
with a pension benefit worth more than 458.0% of the value of the total compensation he 
has received during his tenure as CEO. 

The second column in Table 7 measures the relationship between executive pensions 
and total compcnsation, but includes all compensation received during the executives' 
careers with their companies, including any service prior to their appointments as CEO. 
Even when pre-CEO compensation was included, the relationship hehveen pensions and 
total career compensation remained significant. The median ratio between the executives' 
pensions and the total compensation they received throughout their careers was 30.7% for 
our first sample of retired executives, 27.7% for our sample of currently serving CEOs, 
and 30.2% for all executives included in our study. The ratio ranged from a low of 1.1% 
to a high of 136.6% among all of the executives in our group. Catell again led all CEOs, 
with Kevin Dunnigan of Thomas & Betts Corporation close behind with pension benefits 
worth 114.7% of the total compensation he has received during his career at the firm. In 
both these cases, then; the CEOs' pensions were worth more than all the compensation 
they received during their tenure at their respective firms. 

Thus, excluding pension benefits from analysis of executive pay leads to significant 
underestimation of the magnitude of executive compensation overall. Among the CEOs 
with pensions in our study, excluding pension values for the median executive ignores an 
element that increases the executive's pay throughout his tenure at the firm by about 
30%. In addition, the significant variance among executives with respect to the 
relationship between pensions and total executivc pay indicates that analysis of executive 
compensation that excludes pensions is likely to lead to substantially inaccurate 
comparisons among CEOs. For example, excluding pension values for Sanford Weill of 
Citihank results in excluding compensation that increases his total pay by just 1.1%. In 
contrast, excluding pension values for Robert Catell at Keyspan results in ignoring 
compensation that increases his total pay while at the finn by 136.6%. 

Moreover, excluding pension benefits also distorts comparisons between those 
executives who have pensions and the significant number of executives who are not 
entitled to annual pension payments." Tbus, in any comparative ranking of executives' 
total compensation, the exclusion of pension values leads to significant underestimation 
of the relative position of executives with substantial pension values and overestimation 
of the relative positions of executives with low pension values or no pension plan at all. 

VI. PENSIONSAND THE L M  BETWEEE; PAY AND PERFORMANCE 

The value of pension benefits is, to a large extent, unrelated to the performance of 

71. Note that, among the executives in our first sample of retired CEOs, approximately 32% had no 
pension benefits of any kind; and, within our second sample of currently sewing CEO$, approximately 36% of 
executives had no disclosed pension benefits. Seesupra text accompanyingnotes 48 and 50. 
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the finn during the executive's tenure. The annual pension amount depends to a 
significant extent (and sometimes exclusively) on the base salary that the CEO received 
in the years preceding his or her departure. Some benefit formulas are also hased on 
bonus compensation, but even in these cases the pension benefit is frequently based on 
the executive's target bonus rather than the actual bonus paid, decoupling the benefit 
from the executive's performance. 

Thus, excluding the substantial compensation provided via pensions from analysis 
of executive pay results in systematic underestimation of the extent to which pay is hased 
on salary-like payments-that is, payments of salary during the executive's service as 
CEO and pension payments following his retirement. To get a sense of the magnitude of 
this underestimation, we compared the composition of the executives' pay when their 
pension values were and were not included in the analysis. The results of these 
comparisons are presented in Table 8 below. 

A. Efecf  of Pensions on the Proportion of CEOs' Salary-Like Paymenrs 

As Table 8 shows, including pension values in executives' total pay greatly 
increases the fraction of total compensation that is paid through salary-like payments. 
Before including pensions, the median CEOs in our first, second, and overall samples 
received 15.6%, 14.7%, and 15.3%, respectively, of their total CEO compensation in the 
form of salary-like payments. When we included pensions as an additional source of 
salary-like payments, however, the median ratio between salary-like payments and total 
CEO compensation increased to 39.1% for the first sample, 38.9% for the second sample, 
and 38.9% for the overall group of CEOs. 

Importantly, there was also substantial variance among executives with respect to 
the effect pensions had upon the fraction of their total compensation paid through salary- 
like payments. In the case of Glen Barton, former CEO of Caterpillar, for example, 
including pensions increased the fraction of total compensation earned through salary- 
like payments from 19.9% to 49.7%. Furthermore, as the second column of Table 8 
shows, inclusion of pension values substantially increased not only the mean and median 
levels but also the variance among executives with respect to the ratio between salary- 
like payments and total compensation. 

B. Effect of Pensions on the Proportion ofCEOs 'Non-Equity Compensation 

The third and fourth columns in Table 8 display summary statistics for the ratios 
between executives' non-equity compensati~n'~ and their total compensation during their 
service as CEOs. As the third column of Table 8 indicates, the median CEO in our first, 
second, and overall samples received 42.0%, 49.9%, and 43.9% of his pay, respectively, 
in the fonn of non-equity compensation when pension amounts were excluded. As the 
fourth column of Table 8 shows, however, these ratios increased significantly when we 
included pensions as a form of non-equity compensation. 

72. Far a description of our methodology for assessing non-equity compensation, see supra note 67. 
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TABLE8: SIGNIFICANCE CO~IPENSATIONOF PENSIONS RELATIVE TO NON-EQUITY 

Ratios of CEO Salary-Like Ratios of CEO Non-Equity 

Compensation to Total CEO Compensation to Total CEO 


Compensation Compensation 


CEO Salary1 CEO Salary and CEO Non- CEO Non-Equity 
Total CEO PensiodTotal Equity Comp. Comp. and 
C ~ m p . ' ~  CEO C ~ m p . ~ ~  /Total CEO PensiodCEO 
(Pensions (Pensions C ~ m p . ~ ~  C ~ m p . ' ~  

not Included) (Pensions not (Pensions
I Included) I Included) Included) 


Retired CEO.? 1 I I I 

(28) 
Median 15.6% 39.1% 42.0% 60.4% 

Mean 16.2% 38.9% 42.0% 57.2% 

St. Dev. 8.6% 15.9% 17.5% 17.7% 

Minimum 1.4% 3.0% 14.5% 15.8% 

Maximum 47.0% 69.6% 78.7% 90.8% 


Median 14.7% 38.9% 49.9% 65.2% 

Mean 16.8% 38.2% 48.3% 60.6% 

St. Dev. 7.3% 16.2% 17.0% 18.0% 

Minimum 6.3% 13.3% 18.3% 22.8% 

Maximum 33.9% 87.2% 82.1% 93.4% 


I I I I 
Combined 
Sample(j l j  
Median 15.3% 38.9% 43.9% 61.0% 

Mean 16.5% 38.6% 44.8% 58.844 

St. Dev. 8.0% 15.9% 17.4% 17.7% 


I Minimum 1 1.4% I 3.0% I 14.5% I 15.8% 1 

73. "CEO SalarylTatal CEO Comp" represents the ratio of base salary received during yean of CEO 

service to the total compensation received during years of CEO service. In this column, all coinpensatlon 

figures exclude pension values. 


74. "CEO Salary and PensionlTotal CEO Comp" represents the ratio of the present value of bare salary 

received during years of CEO service plus pension payments to total compensation received du i~ng  years of 

CEO service plus pcnsion payments. 


75 "CEO Non-Equity Cornp.:Tolal CEO Comp." represents the ratio of the present value of nan-equity 

compensation received during years of CEO service to total cornpensatton received during years of CEO 

scrvice. In this column, all cornpensatton tigurer exclude pension values. 


76. "CEO Non-Equity Comp. and PrnsiuniCEO Comp" represents the ratio of the present value of non-

equity compensation received during years of CEO service and pension payments to total compensation 

received during years of CEO service plus pension payments. 
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I Maximum 1 47.0% 1 87.2% 82.1% 93.4% 
The median ratio between non-equity pay and total compensation received during 

service as CEO was 60.4% in our first sample, 65.2% in our second sample, and 61 .O% 
for the group of 51 executives in our study when pensions were included. Thus, including 
pensions in non-equity compensation for our entire sample of executives increased the 
median ratio of non-equity compensation to total executive pay from 43.9% to 61.0%. 
Again, there was significant variance among executives with respect to the extent to 
which including pensions increased the ratio of non-equity compensation to total 
compensation. In the case of Douglas McCorkindale at Gannett Co., for example, 
including his pension increased the ratio of non-equity compensation to total 
compensation during his service as CEO from 30.4% to 55.5%; for Jim hlurdy of 
Allegheny Technologies, however, the effect was less significant, increasing the ratio 
from 78.7% to 90.8%. 

VII. POLICYIMPLICATIONS 

A. Invesrors ' Current Misperceptions 

The evidence presented in thc preceding Part indicates that the omission of pension 
values from standard data sets-and, as a result, from the compensation figures generally 
used by financial economists and the media--significantly undermines the accuracy of 
existing estimates of executive pay. There are three important ways in which this 
oinission ha? clouded shareholdcrs' understanding of executive compensation. 

( I )  Underestimation of Total Executive Pay: It has often been argued that existing 
analysis overestimates the value of executive compensation because the Black-Scholes 
approach to option valuation overestimates the value of options to risk-averse, 
undiversified executives." However, this Article suggests that for executives who benefit 
from pension plans, existing estimates might underestimate the total value of executives' 
pay packages. Across our sample of more than 50 S&P 500 companies, the value of 
executives' pension plans added, on average, more than 48% to total pay during the 
executives' service as CEO. 

(2) Distorted Comparisons Among Executives: Because pension values are often 
quite substantial, and because their size varies significantly among executives, thc 
omission of pensions results in significant inaccuracies in comparisons of pay among 
executives. Including pension values could significantly alter existing rankings of 
executives in terms of compensation. Similarly, excluding pension values might have 
distorted the findings of research seeking to identify how executive pay is correlated with 
various characteristics of the firm or its executives and director^.'^ Such distortions are 
particularly likely if pension values are not distributed randomly, but rather are 

77. See. ex., Joseph E. Bachelder. Commenf.9 on Pay without Performance. 30 1. CoRP. L. 777 (2005): 
Brian Hall & Kevin J .  Murphy, Slack Opliomfor U~diversrfied Exi-ecaives, 33 J .  ACCT. ECON. 1, 5 (2002) 
(discussing the "magnitude of the divergence between the cost and value of options"); Lisa K .  Meulbroek, The 
Eflciency of Eguiry-Linked Comprnsalion U~der r rand in~  (he Full Corr of Awardins Execulive Slock O[>rioos. 
30 FIN.  MCMT.5,  8 (2001). 

78. Far a survey o f  such studies. see BEBCHUK& FRIED, rupro note 3, ch. 6. 
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significantly correlated with various attributes of the company and its executives and 
directors. How pension values are related to such attributes is an important question that 
would be worth studying in subsequent research. 

(3) Overestimation of the  Pay-Performance Correlation: The omission of pension 
values has also led to ovcrestimatiun of the extent to which total executive pay is 
correlated with performance. First, note that omission of pension values has led to 
substantial misperceptions regarding thc magnitude of CEO pay provided through salary- 
like payments. It is widely thought that most executive compensation is linked in some 
way to performance because base salary comprises a relatively small part of total 
executive pay.79 Across our entire sample, for example, salary comprises on average 
approximately 17% of the total conipensation paid to the departing executive during his 
service as CEO.However, once we take into account pension values, the picture changes 
significantly. When pensions were included for all of the executives in our sample, the 
fraction of compensation paid in sala~y-like payments rose to approximately 39%. 

Researchers have often observed that executive pay has, over the past decade, 
shifted significantly towards equity-based com~ensation,8~ as more which is regarded 
closely linked to performance than other types of ~ompensation.~'  Once pension \dues 
are included in the total compensation paid to executives, however, equity-based 
compensation no longer represents the principal component of executive pay (although it 
remains a substantial component of total compensation). For all of the executives in our 
sample, equity-based compensation provides on average only 41% of total compensation 
when pensions are included, compared with 55% of total compensation when pensions 
are omitted. 

B. Making Executive Pensions Transparent 

Our findings highlight the importance of adopting disclosure requirements that 
would compel public finns to make the value of executives' pensions fully transparent. 
The omission of pension values from analysis of executive compensation results from the 
approach that the SEC has taken to executive pay disclosure. It is far from clear why 
compensation paid in the form of pensions should not be disclosed in the same manner as 
any other form of executive pay. Because SEC rules do not require firms to disclose the 
value of the pension entitlements provided to executives each year, firms have been able 
to provide large amounts of compensation via pensions, away from the glare of full 
disclosure. And, because finns are required to provide a monetary value only for current 
payments, as well as compensation in the form of options and share grants, companies 
have not provided adequate information with respect to the monetary value of pension 

79. See, eg.. Adam Bryant. Earning 11: How Componirr Make the Boss Bu? Stock, bul Soften rhr Finih.  
N.Y. TIMES.Feb. 1 .  1998, ar A1  (d~scusring how companies require executives lo own stock but also reek to 
"ease any discomfort for their executives"). 

80. See, rr..Michael C. Jensen & Kevin J Murohv. CEO Incentives: It's Not How Much You Puv,Bul- .  . .. 
How, in MICHAELC. JENSEN.FOUNDATIUKS STRATEGYOF ORGANIZATIONAL 270 (1998). Far an empirical 
examination of  rhc dlfferenr rates a1 which equity-based and non-equity based cornpenratton have grown during 
Ihe past decade. see Lucian Bebchuk & Yaniv Grinstein, The Growlh ofExecufivr Pay, 21 OXFORD REV. ECON 
POL'Y 283 (2005). 

81. I t  is worth noting that under cxisting practices, equitybared campensiltion is less tightly linked to 
performance than is commonly appicciarcd. See BEBCHUK & FRIED. .supranote 3, chs. 11-14. 
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henefits, creating the misperceptions we have identified here. 
To be sure, the evidence we have provided does not indicate that the firms in our 

study did not disclose information about the monetary values of executives' pensions in 
order to hide these values from investors. Because firms are not required to disclose such 
information, issuers may simply be pursuing a "lawyerly" approach to disclosure, 
providing only the information that the SEC requires. For our purposes, however, it is 
important to recognize that, as long as issuers are not required to disclose fully the values 
of executive pensions, we should expect firms to not make such disclosures-and that 
this practice will deny investors, researchers, and the media access to accurate 
assessments of the magnitude and makeup of executive compensation. 

To address this problem, then, it is necessary for the SEC to require each firm to 
disclose annually the value of pension benefits to which its CEO and four other highest- 
paid officers will be entitled upon their retirement. In particular, firms should be required 
to place a monetary value on both ( I )  the annual benefit to be paid under the pension plan 
and (2) the actuarial value of the entire pension in view of the executive's age, marital 
status, and other infonnation relevant to the financial value of the pension. Firms should 
also be required to disclose the value of the pension in the event that the executive 
chooses to retire from the firm before reaching retirement age-rather than relying on the 
ambiguous reference to "discounted" benefits that is the current practice for most firms.82 

Furthermore, in addition to disclosing the annual benefit and the actuarial value of 
the entire pension, firms should be required to disclose annually any change in the value 
of the pension from the previously reported amount. As we have indicated, the annual 
value of pension benefits typically increases as executives accumulate additional salary 
and tenure at the firm, often leading to increases in the actuarial value of executives' 
retirement benefits. The SEC should require that these increases be reported in the 
summary compensation tables that fims must provide in their proxy statements. Because 
these increases in actuarial plan value are functionally similar to other compensation paid 
by the firm as a result of the executive's work in that year, these payments should be 
presented in the summary table so that shareholders and researchers have straightforward 
access to the aggregate value of the executive's total compensation in a given year. 

We do not expect that complying with these additional disclosure requirements will 
impose any meaningful costs on firms.83 Firms generally already have low-cost access to 
the information necessary to value retirement benefits, including the executive's age, the 
ages of his bcncficiarics, and the annual benefit to be paid under the pension plan. 
Undoubtedly, firms can obtain this information at lower cost than can shareholders or 
researcher^.^^ 

The enhanced transparency generated by these additional disclosures would 

82. For an example of  the valuation difficulties caused by ambiguous reference to "discounted" benefits in 
the euent of an early executive departure, seesupra text accompanying notes 45 through 47. 

83. For a detailed analysis of the low cosrs generally associated with mandatory disclosure of the  type we 
propose here, see Allen Ferrell, The Casefor ,Uondatary Di~closure In Secuniirs Regulation Around the World 
8-10 (Harvard Law & Econ. Discussion Paper No. 492, 2005), available at 

h t t p : / l w w r . l a w . h a r v a r d . e d u / p ~ o g r a m ~ l a l i ~ 9 2 , p d f ,  
84. For an economic justification of  tnandatory disclosure grounded in the notion that f i m s  are the lowest- 

cost obtaincn o f  most information relevant to securities valuation, see Paul G. Mahoney, hfandalory Disclosure 
as a Solution lo Agency Problems, 62 U.CHI.L. REV. 1047, 1048-49 (1995). 

http:/lwwr.law.harvard.edu/p~ogram~lali~92,pdf
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significantly improve the information available to investors concerning the magnitude 
and makeup of total executive pay. Furthermore, these disclosures could also contribute 
to beneficial changes in compensation practices by preventing finns from providing 
executives with large amounts of performance-insensitive compensation away from the 
scrutiny of public disclosure. First, the disclosures could strengthen existing checks on 
total compensation levels. Boards and compensation committees that are concerned about 
invcstor and media reactions to an increase in total pay levels will no longer be able to 
increase compensation through pension payments without having the additional pay 
register on investors' radar screens. 

Moreover, we expect that if investors become aware of the value of pension plans 
and the extent to which they increase the fraction of total pay comprised of salary-like 
payments, outside scrutiny could put pressure on firms to link pay and firm performance 
more closely. Our analysis indicates that the exclusion of pensions from analysis of 
executive pay has led shareholders not only to underestimate the magnitude of executive 
compensation but also to overestimate the link between pay and firm performance. By 
correcting such misperceptions, these disclosure requirements might induce firms to shift 
compensation from salary-like payments to more performance-sensitive forms of 
compensation. 

Thus, improved disclosure of the value of executive pension plans would, at a 
minimum, significantly improve the accuracy of investor information regarding the 
magnitude and makeup of compensation, and could also contribute to the improvement of 
compensation practices, all while imposing minimal compliance costs upon firms. We 
see no reasonable basis for opposing disclosure requirements that would make the costs 
of pensions for shareholders fully transparent, The case for more rigorous disclosure 
requirements is compelling. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

In this Article, we have provided empirical evidence regarding the magnitude and 
variability of executive pension benefits. Our analysis demonstrates how the omission of 
pension benefits from compensation f iyres  generally used by investors, researchers, and 
the media has led to substantial underestimation of the magnitude and performance- 
insensitivity of total executive pay. This evidence highlights the importance of adopting 
additional disclosure requirements designed to make the value of pension arrangements 
transparent to investors. 

Before closing, we should stress an important reason why our findings might 
systematically underestimafe the inaccuracies introduced by the cmen t  omission of 
retirement benefits from standard estimates of executive pay. This Article has focused on 
one important type of retirement benefit: defined-benefit pension plans. But executives 
receive other types of retirement benefits that are currently not included in the data sets 
used by researchers and the media to analyze executive pay. 

First, many executives receive substantial post-retirement perquisites, including 
payments for consulting services that may well represent compensation for services 
rendered before their ~ e t i r e m e n t . ~ ~  importantly, executives may also deriveMore 

8 5 .  For example. Henry Silverman ofcendant, who does not have a traditional pension benefit, is enritled 
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significant benefits from deferred compensation arrangements that enable them to pass 
the tax costs of investment gains to their firms.86 Because finns do not have to disclose 
the amounts invested by executives in such programs, it is difficult for outsiders even to 
estimate, as we have done here for pension benefits, the gains made by executives from 
such plans. 

For these reasons, additional research is needed to examine such benefits more 
closely. Without more information about benefits from deferred compensation 
arrangements, we will be unable to put executives' retirement benefits fully on the radar 
screen. The analysis presented here, however, provides empirical evidence that retirement 
benefits can have a substantial effect on our understanding of executive compensation 
and demonstrates the importance of disclosure requirements designed to make 
executives' retirement benefits fully transparent to investors. 

upon his depanure from the firm to receive consulting fees ofapproximately $I million per year for the rest of 
his life. See Cendant Carp., Pmny Statement (DEF 14A), at 32 (Mar. 1, 2005), available el 

h~:llww.cendant.~0miin~e~t0rsifinan~iaI-dafaiann~aI-re~0rt-ar~hi~e12004-annu~l-

see BEBCHUK & FRIED,supra note 3, ch. 8 
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Stealth Compensation via Retirement Benefits 

Lucian Arye Bebchuk and Jesse M. Fried 

This Article analyzes an important form of "stealth compensation" 
provided to managers of public companies. We show how boards have been 
able ro camouflage large amounts of executive compensation through the use of 
retirement benefits undpayments. Our study illustrates the signrficant role that 
camouflage and stealth compensation play in the design of compensation 
arrangements. It also highlights the importance of having information abaut 
compensation arrangements not only publicly available but also communicated 
in a way that is transparent and accessible to outsiders. 

To improve the transparency of executives' retirement payments and 
benefits, we propose several changes in current disclosure requirements. 
Among other things, firms should be required to report to investors each year 
the dollar value ofall the retirement benefits to which their executives become 
entitled. For txumple, firms should disclose to investors the annual buildup in 
the achrarial value of executives ' retiremenr plans, as well as the tay savings 
reaped by executives at the company's expense through rhe use of deferred 
compensation arrangements. Firms should also disclose to investors each year 
the present value of all the retirement benefits their top executives have 
accumulated. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

This Article focuses on an important form of "stealth compensation" 
provided to managers of public companies. We show how designers of 
compensation arrangements for these managers have been able to camouflage 
large amount of executive compensation through the use of retirement benefits 
and payments. Our study highlights the significant role that camouflage and 
stealth compensation play in the design of compensation arrangements. Our 
study also highlights the importance of ensuring that information about 
compensation arrangements not only be placed in the public domain but also be 
communicated in a way that is transparent and accessible to outsiders. 

We begin by discussing the critical role of outrage costs and camouflage in 
the setting of executive compensation. Managers have considerable influence 
over their pay and use their influence to extract pay that is both higher and less 
performance sensitive than arm's-length bargaining with the board would 
produce. The difference between what managers' power enables them to 
receive and what they would receive under arm's-length bargaining constitutes 
"rents." Managers' ability to extract rents, however, is hardly unlimited. When 
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a board approves a compensation arrangement that favors managers at the 
expense of shareholders, executives and directors will bear certain economic 
and social costs. The magnitude of these costs will depend on how the 
arrangement is perceived by outsiders whose views matter to the directors and 
executives. An arrangement that is perceived as outrageous might reduce 
shareholders' willingness to support incumbents in a proxy contest or takeover 
bid, might lead to shareholder pressure on managers and directors, and might 
embarrass directors and managers or harm their reputations. The more outrage 
a compensation arrangement is expected to generate, the more reluctant 
directors will be to approve it and the more hesitant managers will be to 
propose it in the first place. 

The critical role of outsiders' perception of executives' compensation, and 
the significance of outrage costs, explain the importance of "camouflage." The 
desire to minimize outrage gives designers of compensation arrangements a 
strong incentive to try to obscure and justify-or, more generally, to 
camonflage-both the level and peiformance-insensitivity of executive 
compensation. Camouflage thus allows executives to reap benefits at the 
expense of shareholders. More importantly, attempts to camouflage can lead to 
the adoption of inefficient compensation structures that harm managers' 
incentives and in turn company performance, imposing even greater costs on 
shareholders. 

We discuss elsewhere how various forms of non-retirement compensation, 
including bonuses, stock option plans, and executive loans, have been designed 
with an eye to camouflaging rents and minimizing outrage.' In this Article, we 
examine how retirement arrangements have often been designed in a way that 
serves this goal. As disclosure requirements for executive salaries, bonuses, and 
long-term compensation have become stricter, firms have increasingly turned to 
post-retirement payments and benefits as ways to compensate managers. Post- 
retirement value has been provided to executives through four main channels: 
retirement pensions, deferred compensation, post-retirement perks, and 
guaranteed consulting fees. As we will explain, these methods enable firms to 
provide a substantial amount of performance-insensitive value in a less 
transparent form than, say, salary. Firms have used these channels to make less 
transparent both the total amount of compensation received by managers and 
the extent to which pay is decoupled from managers' own performance. 

Before describing outrage costs and camouflage in more detail and 
discussing each of the four channels, we should note two attributes they all 

I .  See Lucian Arye Bebchuk et al.. Managerial Power and Renr Exrracrron in the Design of 
Oiecurive Compen.~otion,69 U. CHI. L. RE\'. 751, 795-837 (2002); Lucian Arye Bebchuk & Jesse M. 
Fricd, Execulive Compensation as an Agency Problem, 17 J. ECON.PERSP.71, 81-87 (Summer. 2003); 
LUCIANARYE BEBCHUK & JESSE M. FRIED,PAY WITHOUTPERFORMANCE:THE UNFU1.FILLED 
PROMISE OF EXECL'TI\'E COMPENSATION chs. 9-14 (Hamard Univenity Press, 2004). 
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share. First, these arrangements differ substantially from those that firms elect 
to provide to other employees. Although firms often provide pensions and 
deferred compensation to lower-level employees, they do so only to the extent 
that these arrangements receive a tax subsidy. This pattern suggests that, absent 
such a subsidy, pensions and deferred compensation are generally not efficient. 
Yet most of  the arrangements provided to executives do not enjoy similar tax 
advantages. Furthermore, consistent with economists' belief that in-kind 
benefits are inefficient, firms do not generally provide retired employees with 
coverage for specified consumption expenses. Such benefits are, however, 
given to high-level executives. And although firms occasionally use retired 
employees as consultants when the need arises, they generally do not guarantee 
lifetime consulting fees to any employees other than executives. 

The second shared attribute of these various retirement payments is that 
they all make it possible to obscure large amounts of performance-decoupled 
compensation. As we shall see, firms do not have to disclose the value 
transferred to executives through these channels in the same way that other 
forms of compensation-such as salary, bonuses, and stock options-must be 
disclosed. Retirement payments hence offer what might be called "stealth 
compensation."* Indeed, the dollar figures used by the media in reporting 
compensation le\,els, and by financial economists in their studies, usually do 
not include the large value provided to executives through retirement benefits. 

The retnail~der of this Article proceeds as follows. Part I1 describes the 
importance of outrage costs and camouflage in the setting of executive 
compensation. Pan 111 discusses the widespread use of supplemental executive 
retirement plans (SERPs). It explains how SERPs differ from the pension 
benefits provided to regular employees and how they can be used to 
camouflage a significaul amount of performance-insensitive compensation to 
executives. Part IV discusses the deferred compensation arrangemeuts offered 
to managers. It describes how these plans differ from the 401(k) plans offered 
to other employees and how these plans, like SERPs, are used to provide a 
significant amount of performance-decoupled pay to executives in a way that is 
largely hidden from view. Part V considers the use of post-retirement perks and 
consulting contracts. Part VI explains why increased transparency of retirement 
arrangements would be beneficial to shareholders and proposes several changes 
to the disclosure requirements for retirement payments and benefits. Part VII 
concludes. 

2. We borrow the term "stealth compensation" from Roben Monks, who used it to refer to 
executives' stock option campcnsation because that Corm of payment is not expensed on the firm's 
income statement. ROBERTA. G.MONKS,THE EMPEROR'S RESTORING THE INTEGRITYNIGHTINGALE: 
OFTHE CORPORATIOXIN THE AGE OF SHAREHOLDER ACTIVISM59-62 (Perseus Books, 1999). 
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This Part explores the role and significance of outrage costs and 
camouflage in the setting of executive compensation. Section 1I.A explains why 
outsiders' perceptions and the possibility of outrage are of concern to boards 
when they fashion pay packages for managers. Section ILB describes the key 
role of camouflage in the design of compensation arrangements. Section 1I.C 
provides empirical evidence on the effect of outrage and camouflage on 
managerial pay. 

A. The Importance of Outsiders' Perceptions 

As we discuss and document in great detail e~sewhere,~ top executives have 
considerable influence on their own pay arrangements. Although directors are 
supposed to negotiate with executives at arm's-length, they have both financial 
and non-financial incentives to provide managers with pay arrangements that 
favor managers at the expense of shareholders. A variety of psychological and 
social factors acting on the directors reinforce these incentives to serve 
managers' interests. Moreover, neither shareholder pressure nor market forces 
have been able to effectively constrain managerial influence over pay. 

Managers have used their power to extract pay that is both higher and less 
performance-sensitive than arm's-length bargaining with the board would 
produce. The difference between what managers' influence enables them to 
receive, and what they would receive under arm's-length bargaining, is called 
"rents." The rents captured by managers come in both the form of higher pay 
and reduced pressure to generate value for shareholders. 

However, managers' ability to extract these rents is hardly unlimited. When 
a board approves a compensation arrangement that favors managers at the 
expense of shareholders, executives and directors may bear certain economic 
and social costs. Although market forces, the need for board approval, and 
social sanctions do not altogether prevent deviations from arm's-length 
contracting, they do, as we explain below, place some constraints on managers' 
ability to obtain favorable compensation packages, and the tightness of these 
constraints depends on outsiders' perceptions of these pay arrangements. 

In the face of thcse constraints, how far firms will go in favoring managers 
will depend not only on how much contemplated arrangements will actually 
favor executives, but also on how these arrangements will be perceived by 
outsiders. Whether directors and managers are deterred from adopting a given 
compensation arrangement depends on the extent to which it will be viewed by 

3. See Bebchuk et al., Manacerial Power. supra note I,at 7M-783; Bebchuk & Fried, Execul~ve 
Compmsurion,sup70 note I,at 73-75: BesCHUK & FRIED.p . 4 ~  PERFORMANCE,WITHOUT .supra note I ,  
atch.  2. 
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relevant outsiders as unjustified or even abusive or egregious. We have broadly 
referred to negative reactions by outsiders as "outrage," even though some of 
them may amount to criticism not reaching the level of outrage, and to the costs 
that such reactions impose on managers and directors as "outrage costs."' The 
more widespread and strong these negative reactions are-that is, the greater 
the outrage-the larger the costs to directors and managers. When the potential 
outrage costs are large enough, they will deter the adoption of arrangements 
that managers would otherwise favor. Arrangements that are deterred in this 
way can be regarded as ones that violate the "outrage constraint." 

Why should perceptions-and, in particular, outrage-matter? To begin 
with, the extent to which markets penalize managers and directors for the 
adoption of particular arrangements depends on how these arrangements are 
perceived. Consider the market for corporate control. This market may penalize 
the adoption of arrangements by increasing the vulnerability of managers and 
directors to a control contest. Such a penalty is likely to he significant only if 
the firm adopts compensation arrangements that appear sufficiently outrageous. 
Institutional investors may view such arrangements as a strong signal that the 
executives or directors are relatively insensitive to shareholder interests. These 
investors may become less likely to support the incumbents should a hostile 
takeover or a proxy tight occur. In this manner, through the operation of the 
market for corporate control, outrage over compensation can impose a penalty 
on managers and directors. 

Consider also the labor market and the reputation of managers and directors 
in this market. Reputational damage might have an adverse effect on the future 
career prospects of managers and directors. It might also affect their current 
business dealings with others outside the firm Indeed, some outside directors 
join boards partly for the prestige and connections that the posts provide, and 
gaining a bad reputation could eliminate these benefits and impose costs 
instead. Reputational losses to managers and directors will likely be significant, 
however, only if their firms adopt compensation arrangements that generate 
sufficiently negative reactions-that is, sufficient outrage. An arrangement that 
fails to serve shareholders would be unlikely to impose such costs as long as it 
falls within the range of what is perceived as conventional and legitimate. 

Indeed, we believe that arrangements that are perceived as abusive or 
outrageous impose on executives greater costs than an analysis based solely on 
the above market incentives suggests. That is, we believe that constraints on 
rent extraction are somewhat tighter than suggested by an analysis of the 
(limited) market penalties that outrageous compensation arrangements involve. 

4. See Bebchuk et al., Manageriai Power, supra note I .  at 786-88; Bebchuk & Fried, Execl ive  
Compensation, supra note I ,  at 75-76; BEBCHUK& FRIED,PAYWITHOUTPERFORMANCE.supra note I ,  
at ch. 5. 
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As we have explained elsewhere; directors are affected not only by "narrow" 
interests of a homo economicus, but also by various social and psychological 
factors (such as collegiality, loyalty, and so forth) that pull them in the direction 
of favoring executives. Similarly, there are social and psychological factors that 
increase the costs that managers and directors incur from adopting 
arrangements that are viewed by outsiders as sufficiently outrageous. 

Managers and directors likely care about the extent to which relevant social 
and professional groups view them with approval and esteem. Directors are 
also likely to prefer to avoid criticism or ridicule from the social or professional 
groups whose opinions they value-even if such criticism or ridicule does not 
involve any economic losses for them.6 As a result, even if the economic 
incentives provided by the markets for corporate control and managerial labor 
would be insufficient to deter managers from seeking certain outrageous 
compensation, fear of embarrassment or criticism could discourage managers 
from doing so. When former General Electric CEO Jack Welch made headlines 
by giving up much of the retirement perks to which he was contractually 
entitled-including the free use of a corporate jet and a New York apartment- 
he was undoubtedly seeking to protect the approval and esteem he had earlier 
enjoyed at the expense of his narrow economic interests. 7 

Clearly, for outrage to impose significant costs, it must he sufficiently 
widespread among a relevant group of observers. It is not enough for a small 
group of researchers or arbitrageurs to identify a compensation scheme as 
egregiously bad for shareholders. For executives or directors to be adversely 
affected in a material way by market penalties or social costs, the outrage must 
be shared by those outsiders whose views matter most to them: the institutional 
investor community, the business media, and social and professional groups to 
which directors and managers belong. 

B. Camouflage 

The main costs to directors and managers of adopting compensation 
arrangements that favor managers, then, depend mainly not on how costly the 
arrangements actually are to sharcholdcrs, but on how costly the arrangements 
are perceivedto be by important outsiders. Perceptions matter. This brings us to 
another concept that is critical for understanding the compensation landscape: 
camouflage. 

Because perceptions are so important, the designers of compensation plans 

5. See BEBCRUK & FRIED, PAYWITHOUTPERFORMAPICE.supra nots 1 ,  at ch. 2. 
6. JAY W. LORSCH & EL~LABETH POTENTATES? THE REALITY OF M.  MACIVER.PAWh'S OR 

AMERICA'SCORPORATEBOARDS23-3 1 (Haward Business School Press, 1989). 
7. See Matthew B~elrs ,GE, Welch Apree to Slosh His Perk:  Retired CEO Will Reloin Oflce.SlqV 

Lose Many Benefirs, B O ~ T O N G L O B E .Sepl. 17.2002, at Dl. 
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can limit outside criticism and outrage by dressing, packaging, or hiding-in 
short, camouflaging-rent extraction. The more reasonable and defensible a 
package appears, the more rents managers can enjoy without facing significant 
outrage. Accordingly, under the managerial power approach, managers will 
prefer compensation practices that obscure the total amount of compensation, 
that appear to be more performance based than they actually are, and that 
package pay in ways that make it easier to justify and defend. 

The greater the ability of plan designers to engage in camouflage, the more 
they can be expected do so. Before 1992, the SEC required firms to report 
executive compensation to the public but allowed them to do so in the format of 
their choosing. Not surprisingly, firms took full advantage of thcir discretion to 
obscure the amount and form of their pay. An SEC ofticial describes the pre- 
1992 state of affairs as follows: 

The information [in the executive compensation section] was wholly 
unintelligible. . . . [Tlhe typical compensation disclosure ran ten to fourteen pages. 
Depending on the company's attitude toward disclosure, you might get reference to 
a $3,500,081 pay package spelled out rather than in numbers. That gives you an 
idea of the nahlre of the disclosures: it was legalistic, turgid, and opaque; the 
numbers were buried somewhere in the fourteen pages. Someone once gave a series 
of instirutional investor analysts a proxy statement and asked thetn to compute the 
calmpensation received by the executives covered in the proxy statement. No two 
analysts came up with the same number. The numbers that were calculated varied 
widely.8 

In 1992, the SEC tightened its disclosure rules by providing standards for 
how information about executive pay must be presented. The standardized 
compensation tables that firms now must use have made camouflage more 
difficult. As we describe elsewhere, however, the 1992 disclosure requirements 
have hardly brought an end to firms' ability to camouflage the amount and 
form of  executive pay. 9 

One might reasonably ask how, if rent extraction is camouflaged, any 
observer (including this Article's authors) can determine that executives are 
enjoying rents. In theoly, rent extraction could be camouflaged so  well that it 
becomes absolutely undetectable. In fact, camouflage is successful as long as 
the rent extraction is not apparent to those outside observers whose outrage 
would be particularly costly for directors and managers, even if other observers 
are aware that the executives are enjoying large rents. 

Thus, the notion of camouflage is consistent with the possibility that an 
outsider might identify the hidden rents of a compensation arrangement. Such a 
conclusion would simply reflect the observer's judgment, not yet widely 
shared, that the compensation program is distorted in favor of managers. In 

8. Linda C. Quinn, Executive Compcnsariorr under the New S E C  Dirclorure Requiremenls, 63 U. 
CIN. L .  Rw.769,770-71 (1995). 

9. See BEBCHUK& supra note I,a1 chn. 6-14.FRIED,PAYWITHOUT PERFORMANCE, 
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time, of course, such conclusions might become widely accepted, in which case 
the rent extraction will no longer be camouflaged. But a given form of rent 
extraction might continue to be camouflaged long after it has been recognized 
by some observers 

C. Outrage and Camouflage at Work 

Some critics of our earlier work argued that the idea of outrage costs, and 
the related idea of camouflage are not empirically testable." This, however, is 
not the case. There is evidence that directors and executives are indeed 
influenced-in compensation and other types of decisions-by strong outside 
criticism and outrage. And there is evidence that they engage in camouflage. 

To begin with, there is evidence that shareholder precatory resolutions that 
criticize managers' high compensation have an impact. Although such 
resolutions are nonbinding and generally fail to pass anyway, their appearancc 
may shine a critical light on problematic aspects of the firm's executive 
compensation policies and make them less opaque. Indeed, a study by Randall 
Thomas and Kenneth Martin examined the effect of pay-related precatory 
resolutions during the mid-1990s and found that they had a moderating 
influence on subsequent compensation decisions." The study found that during 
the two-year period following the passage of shareholder resolutions criticizing 
executive pay in particular firms, total compensation (adjusted for industry) in 
those firms declined by a statistically significant average of $2.7 million. In a 
subsequent study, the researchers also found that higher negative votes on 
management-sponsored proposals to ratify an option plan slowed the increase 
in CEO compensation in subsequent 

Another study, by Alexander Dyck and Luigi Zingales, documents the 
effects of media scrutiny on corporate decisions in general. The authors found 
that such attention leads firms to adopt more environmentally friendly policies, 
for example. As for issues of corporate governance, they also found that media 
attention reduces the amount of value that controlling shareholders siphon off1'  

A well-known example of how outside criticism affects governance 
decisions involves the campaign of shareholder activist Robert Monks against 

10. See. e g .  Kevin J. Murphy, Expioining Executive Compensation: Manogerinl Power versus lhe 
Prraerved Cost ofSrock Opcions, 69 U. C H I .L. REV. 847, 847-69 (2002); Holman W. Jenkins, Jr., 
BusMess World: Oulrageous CEO Pay Revirited, WALLST.  I., Oct. 2,2002. at A1 7 .  

I I .  Randall S. Thomas & Kenneth J. Marlin, The Effecr ofShareholder Pr,,posals on Executive 
Compensatioo. 6 7 U  CIN.L. REV.1021, 1021-65 (1999). 

12. Kenneth 1.Martin & Randall S. T'homas. When Is Enough, Enough? Market Rrucrion to Highly 
Dilurive Srodi Oplion Plans ond the Subsequent Impuct on CEO Compensation, J. CORP. FIN. 
(forlhcomlng 2005). 

13. Alexander Dyck & Luigi Zingale$, The Corporate Governance Role of the Media (2002) 
(working paper, Haward Business School & University of Chicago):Alexander Dyck & Luigi Z~ngales, 
Priuale Ben<liir ofConlrol: An lnlernarional Comparbon. 59 I.FIN.537 (2004). 
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the directors of Sears. During the late 1980s and early l990s, Monks urged the 
Sears board to adopt various proposals to improve the firm's dismal 
performance. In April 1992, having been repeatedly ignored by the board, 
Monks took out an advertisement in the Wall Street Journal titled "The Non- 
performing Assets of  Sears" and identified the directors by name. The 
presumably embarrassed directors then adopted many of Monks's proposals, 
generating an abnormal stock price return (the change in stock price adjusted 
for overall stock market movements) of almost 10% when the changes were 
announced.'" 

Another example is the California State Pension Fund for Public 
Employees' (CalPERS) practice of identifying poorly run companies. For some 
years, CalPERS put poorly performing firms on what it called its "focus list" 
and suggested various ways to improve their corporate governance practices, 
such as making compensation and nominating committees fully independent. Tn 
many cases, firms placed on the list implemented some of the requested 
changes. Then, in 1991, after several CEOs told CalPERS that being less 
antagonistic would he even more effective, CalPERS decided to adopt a 
"kinder, gentler" approach that did not involve public shaming.'' Absent the 
threat of adverse publicity, however, firms approached by CalPERS were 
actually much less cooperative. The then-CEO of CalPERS, Dale Hanson, said 
at the time, "It has shown us that a number of companies won't fiove unless 
they have to deal with the problem because it's in the public eye." In 1992, 
CalPERS reinstated its policy of publicly shaming uncooperative 

In fact, CalPEKS' policy of shaming has had a measurable effect on 
targeted corporations. Yi-Lin Wu found that firms put on CalPERS' poor 
governance focus list were subsequently more likely to reduce the number of 
inside directors on their boards. These firms were also more likely to 
experience CEO turnover." Shaming also appears to have adversely affected 
the careers of inside directors that left the targeted firms' boards. They were 
much less likely than inside directors departing nontargeted firms to land other 
board positions.1R As this study makes clear, negative publicity-or outrage-
does impose costs. 

Finally, and perhaps most importantly, there is substantial evidence of 
camouflage activities. A testable implication of the camouflage idea is that 

14. ROBERTMONKS& NELLMINOW, CORVOKAIE 399-411 (Blackwcll Publishers, GOV~KN.~NCE 
2d ed., 2001j. 

I 5  Iudllh H. Dabrrynski, ColPERSIs Ready lo Roar. bul Will CEO.7 Llscen?. BUS. \\'K.. Mar. 30, 
1992. a144. 

16. I d  
17. Yt-Lin Wu, The Impact of Public Opinion on Board S~mcrureChanger. Direcror Career 

Progrrssron, und CEO Turnover: Evidence Jmm CalPERS' Corporate Governance Program, 10 I. 
CORP. FIN. 149 (2004). 

18. Id 
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when compensation arrangements deviate from arm's-length bargains, they 
should do so in a way that makes the amount of pay or the insensitivity of pay 
to performance less visible. This prediction is borne out by actual compensation 
practices. As we have shown elsewhere, many common non-retirement 
compensation practices-such as company loans and the structure of 
conventional options-provide camouflage benefits.'' And as we will explain 
below, the four channels through which executives are paid after retirement 
also serve to obscure a significant amount of compensation. 

Many employees are covered by pension plans that provide payments to 
workers after retirement. At first glance, it seems only natural for firms to 
provide such benefits to their executives. A closer look, however, raises serious 
questions about whethcr the extensive use of executive pensions as a form of 
compensation reflects arm's-length bargaining. Part 1II.A describes the 
difference between executive retirement pensions and the retirement benefits 
offered to ordinary workers. Part 1II.B explains how the executive pensions are 
used to camouflage a substantial amount of performance-decoupled executi1.e 

Pay. 

A. Differences from Regular Pensions 

Most of the pension plans used for employees are designed to be 
"qualified" for favorable tax treatment. The firm gets a current deduction for 
contributing funds to a qualified plan for employees-the same deduction it 
would have received had it paid the amount of the contribution to workers in 
the form of salary Workers, however, do not pay income taxes on the pension 
money until they retire and begin receiving payouts from the plan. In the 
meantime, the funds invested by the firm grow tax-free. Neither the firm nor 
the employees must pay any taxes while the plan's investments increase in 
value. Thus, the plans provide a tax benefit to employees at no cost to the 
firm.20 

19. See BEBCRUK AND FRIED,PAY WITIIOUT PERFORMANCE. Supra note 1. at chs. 9 ~ 1 4 .  
20. To illustrate how the tan subsidy orovided to a aualified olan. ooerates. consider thc followinc . . . 

examples involving a hypothetical firm and employee. Assume that both face a 40% tax rate on all of 
their income, including capital gaans. Also assume that both are able to earn, between the pre-retirement 
neriod and retirement ~e r iod .a metar return o f  100% on their investments. 
Enample I :  The employee invests for retirement outside a qualified plan. Suppose the f i rm pays the 
employee $100 in the pre-retirement period. The f i rm deducts $100 from its taxable income. reductng its 
tax Isability by  $10. The ernplaycc pays $40 i n  raxm, takes the after-tax income af  $60, and invests it. 
The $60 grows lo  $120 by the retirement period- gain of  560. This $60 gain triggers a tax liability of 
S24 (40% of $60). lcavlng the employee with $96 ($60 + $36) when the employee retires. 
Example 2: The fim invests fur the employee's retirement under a qualified plan. Now suppose the f i m  
contributes the 5100 to a qualified pension plan in the pre-rettrement period. The f i rm again deducts 
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Given the opportunity, boards might well prefer to offer executives 
qualified retirement plans. A qualified pension plan, however, can use only 
about $200,000 of annual compensation as the basis for determining benefits 
under the plan. For example, a plan that promises to pay all retirees, annually, 
50% of the compensation earned during their last year of service cannot pay a 
retired executive more than $100,000 annually, even if the executive earned $1 
million of compensation during that final year. As a result, firms cannot use 
qualified plans to provide executives with pensions that are similar in size to 
their annual compensation. For this reason, most firms also provide executives 
with nonqualified "supplemental" executive retirement plans (SERPS)." 

SERPs differ from typical qualified pension plans in two critical ways. 
First, they do not receive the favorable tax treatment enjoyed by qualified 
plans; no investment income goes untaxed under a SERP. The company pays 
taxes on the income it must generate in order to pay the executive in retirement. 
If the money had been distributed as salary, on the other hand, the executive 
who invested the money for retirement would have had to pay taxes on any 
income generated. The effect of the SERP, therefore, is to shift some of the 
executive's tax burden to the firm.22 

If the employee and the firm are subject to the same tax rate and are able to 
eam the same pretax rate of retum on their investments, a SERP cannot reduce 
the total amount o r  taxes paid by the parties. For every dollar the employee's 
tax burden is reduced, the firm's tax burden is increased by one dollar. Unlike a 
qualified plan, the SERP would not reduce the parties' total tax burden.*' 

$100 from its taxable income, reducing its tar liability by $40. The $100 grows to S200 by the tlme of 
the employee's retirement--a gain of $100. The $200 is distributed to the employee, who pays u tar af 
$80 (40% of $200). leavinz the r m ~ l o v e e  wl th  $120, or S24 more than i n  Enamnle I, i n  which the - . . 
cmployee had received $100 from the firm in the pre-retirement period and saved for rertrement Thc 
gain lo the employee does not come at the expcnsc of the employer: i n  both examples, the employer 
incurs an aftertax cost o f  $60 i n  the prc-retirement period. 

21. Clark Consulting reports that approximately 70 percent a f  respondmg firms use SERFS. 
Execurive Ben&rs: A Sutvey of Current Trendr 2003 Reruiis, Clark Consulting. (Clark Consultlng, 
North Barrington, IL), Ian. 2004. at I. a~~ai iable  ar 
h t t p : / / w w w . c l a r k c a n ~ ~ I t i n g . ~ o ~ ~ V k n o ~ v I ~ d g ~ t / l 0 t b a n n u a l s u r r e y . d o c(last visited 
Nov. 11. 2004) [hereinafter Clark Consultlng]. 

22. A firm can shelter from taxation the investment income on funds sst aside for financing 
executive penr ion~  by  iwesting these funds in life insurance poiicies on the lives o f  its executives and 
other employees. However, bccausc of the fces that <must be paid ro the insurance company, this tax- 
sheltering mechanism inbolves significant costs, which are home by the company rather than the 
executive. If,on the othcr hand, the executive received the funds to begin with, the executive would also 
be able to sheltcr thc Investment returns from taxation by purchasing a variable annuity, at no cost ro the 
company. 

23. To illustrate the effect o f  a SERP on the tax burdens o f  the parties, consider the following 
example and explanation, which builds on the examples provided in note 20. Assume again that both the 
firm and the executive face a 40% tax rate an all of their income, including capital gains. And assume 
that both arc able to earn, between the pre-reltrement and retirement periods, a pretax return of  100% an 
their investments. 
Example 3: The f i rm invests for the executive's retirement under a nonqualnied plan. Suppose a firm 
seeks to use a SERF to give an executive the same retirement p a p e n t  that i t  gives the employee i n  

http://www.clarkcan~~Iting.~o~~Vkno~vI~dg~t/l0tbannualsurrey.doc
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In reality, of course, the situation is more complicated. 24 In many cases, the 
total tax liability faced by the parties will be affected by whether the executive 
or the firm saves for the executive's retirement. Even if the firm and the 
executive are able to earn the same return on their investments, they may face 
different tax rates. Suppose, for example, that an executive investing personal 
funds for retirement in the stock market is paying a low long-term capital-gains 
tax rate of 15%. while the firm pays taxes on the income generated for the 
executive's retirement at a corporate tax rate of 35%. In such a case, using 
S E W S  would be tax-inefficient and would increme the total amount of taxes 
paid by the two parties. On the other hand, if the firm had no taxable earnings 
and was not expected to pay taxes for a considerable amount of time, the 
reverse might be true: shifting retirement savings from the executive to the firm 
might be tax-efficient." 

Similarly, even if the firm and the executive face the same tax rate, the 
investment returns available to the firm may be higher than those available to 
the executive. For example, firms having difficulty raising capital may enjoy a 
higher expected rate of return on new investments than the market generally. 
(This is unlikely to be the case for companies with easy access to capital, as 
such companies are unlikely to have unutilized investments with returns much 
higher than the market.) If the firm has better investment opportunities, having 

example 2 using a qualified plan. As in the case o f  the employee, the f i rm sets aside $100 to fund the 
executive's pension. which grows to $200 by the time the executive retires. Thc $200 is distributed to 
the executive, who, like the employee, pays a 40% tax on the retirement distribution-a tax o f  $80. This 
leaves the executive, like the employee in example 2, wlrh $120, $24 more than the employee in 
example Imadc. 
Now consider the effect o f  the SERI' on the tirm. In examples I and 2. discussed i n  note 2, thc firm 
reduces its tax liability by $40 i n  rhe pre-retirement period when i t  pays the worker $100 or contributes 
$100 to the worker's qualified pension plan. In  example 3, the firm reduces its tax liabtlity by $80 in the 
retirement period when i t  pays the executive $200. Houever, the firm must add to its taxable illcome in 
the retirement period the $100 gain on the funds i t  previously invested for the executive's retirement, 
and this incnores thc firm's lax liability i n  the rerarement period by $40. The net effect of thc $200 
payment l o  the executive and the $100 gal" is to reduce the firm's tan liability by  $40 during thc 
retirement period. 
Had the f i rm reduced its ran liability by $40 in the pre-renrement period, rather than during the 
retirement period, i t  could have invested the S40 and earned a pretax return of $40 (100%) by  the 
retirement period. That $40 would also have been taxed al 40%. leavtng the f i rm with $64. But by 
reducing its tax liabiliry i n  the retirement period, the f i rm has only an extra $40, $24 lcrr.  The firm is 
thus worse o f f  than in cxamplc 2, in which i t  received the same $40 reduction i n  its tar liability in the 
pre-retirement period. The $24 gain to the executive from the use o f  a nonqualified plan designed to put 
the executive in the same position as an employee under a qualified retirement plan comes at the 
expense o f  the fin". 

24. For an explanation o f  the tax effects o f  using arrangements such as SERPE to defer 
compensation under various scenarios, rce MYRON S. SCHoLEs ET AL., TAXES AND BUSINESS 
STRATEGY: A PLANNING APPROACH 181-185 (Prmtice Hall, 2d cd., 2002). 

25. The tax efficiency o f  a SEW wi l l  also be affected by expected changes i n  the firm's (or the 
executive's) tan rate change over time. For example, if the f i rm is lasing money and thus unable to get a 
current tax benefit by deducting executive compensation i n  the current period, but i s  expected to be 
subject to a htgher tax rate i n  the future. defemng an executive's compensation w i l l  be an efficient. all 
else being equal. 
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it invest for the executive's retirement will be efficient for both parties, even if 
their tax rates are identical. 

However, there is no reason to believe that, absent a tax subsidy, it is 
generally efficient to have the firm save for the executive. On the contrary, 
there are good reasons to think that it is inefficient for many firms to save for 
their executives' retirement, given individuals' low long-term capital-gains tax 
rate. It is telling that firms providing SERPs to executives do not offer 
nonqualified retirement plans to other employees. Consider the case where it is 
efficient for a firm to provide a SERP to its executives because the firm has 
better investment opportunities than they do. In such a case, it should also be 
efficient for the firm to provide nonqualified retirement to its nonexecutive 
employees who supplement their qualified pensions with personal retirement 
savings. However, firms rarely, if ever, do so. This fact suggests that, absent 
the tax subsidy provided to qualified plans, using nonqualified retirement 
benefits is commonly not an efficient way to compensate employees. Yet in 
2002, more than 70% of firms provided nonqualified SERPs to their 
executive^.^^ 

The second important difference between executive SERPs and qualified 
pension plans for nonexecutive employees concerns the risk borne by the firm 
and by the participant. Qualified pension plans offered to new lower-level 
employees are usually based on a defined contribution. The firm commits to 
contribute a specified amount each year. The value available to an employee 
upon retirement depends on the performance of the plan's investments. The risk 
of poor investment performance falls entirely on the employee. 

In contrast, SERPs offered to executives are defined-benefit plans, which 
guarantee fixed payments to the executi\,e for life. All of the CEOs in the S&P 
ExecuComp database have defined-benefit plans.2' These plans shift the risk of 
investment performance entirely to the firm and its shareholders. No matter 
how poorly the firm and its investments perform, the executive is guaranteed a 
specified lifelong stream of payments. 

Given that arm's-length negotiations with most employees lead to defined- 
contribution arrangements, why should arm's-length bargaining with 
executives yield such a different result? If anything, there are reasons to believe 
that defined-benefit plans should he more valuable to regular employees-and 
thus offer a more efficient form of compensation-than they are to executives. 
Unlike most executives, ordinary employees are unlikely to accumulate 
substantial wealth over their lifetimes. They are likely to be more dependent on 
their pensions to meet their financial needs in retirement and therefore less able 

26. See Clark Consulting, supra note 21 
27. STEVEN BAL.SAM.AN INTRODUCTION TO EXECU~II'ECOMPENSATION175 (Academic Press. 

2002). 

123 
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to bear the investment risks associated with defined-contribution plans. In 
contrast, executives faced with defined-contribution plans could easily insure 
themselves against poor investment performance by using some of their already 
high salaries and option-based compensation to buy fixed annuities that would 
provide them with guaranteed payments. If only one of the two groups were to 
receive defined-benefit plans, arm's-length contracting would predict that 
group to be nonexecutive employees, not executives. 

B. Camouflage Benefits 

Although the efficiency benefits of providing executives with defined- 
benefit SERPs are far from clear, such plans do considerably reduce the 
visibility of a substantial amount of performance-insensitive compensation. 

SERP payments are usually based on years of service and pre-retirement 
cash compensation. The higher the executive's salary and the longer the period 
of employment, the higher the payout. SERP payments-like salary-are 
therefore largely decoupled from the executive's own performance. Many firms 
have also credited executives with years they did not actually serve, ratcheting 
up the final payout under the plan's formula.28 

In their annual public filings, firms must publish a summary compensation 
table indicating the dollar value of different forms of compensation received by 
the current CEO and the four other highest-paid executives of the firm. The 
numbers in these tables are the most visible indicators of executive 
compensation in public finns. They are easily accessible to the media and 
others reading the public filings. Indeed, the standard databases of executive 
compensation, which are used by both financial economists and compensation 
consultants, are based on these numbers. 

If an executive's pensions were structured as a defined contribution plan, 
the firm's annual contributions to the executive's account would be reported in 
the summary compensation table. An important camouflage benefit of SERPs 
is that the annual increase in the present value of an executi\,e's defined benefit 
plan-due to pay raises and the addition of another year of service-is largely 
hidden from view: firms are not required to include this increase in value in the 
compensation tables. A person examining the compensation tables would not 
see the steady buildup in value of an executive's SERP. 

Furthermore, and importantly, disclosure requirements require firms to 
include in their summaly compensation tables only amounts paid to their 
current executives. Because the executives are no longer employed by the firm 
when the pension payments begin, the payments need not be included in the 
published tables. Thus, the value of an executive's defiued-benefit SERP never 

28. See, e g ,  Mike Blahnik, A Credil for Work Nor Served. Yeurs Added lo Pensions of Porl of 
Execulives'Job Perk?,STAR TRlB (Minneapolis), May 18, 2003, at I A .  
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appears in the place where the media and researchers collect most of their 
information about executive compensation. In addition, because the value of an 
executive's pension payouts is obscured, the performance insensitivity of such 
payments also gets little notice. 

Consider a situation in which a CEO serves a company for ten years and 
then receives annually, for life, a payment that equals a large fraction of the 
salary earned during the last year of service. In such a case, the total value of 
the pension payments may in the end exceed the total value of the salary 
received during the CEO's actual tenure. Unlike the salary amounts, however, 
the value of the pension payments will never appear in the firm's published 
compensation tables. 

For example, when IBM CEO Louis Gerstner retired after about nine years 
of service, he was entitled to a $1,140,000 annual pension beginning at age 
sixty.29 The actuarial value of this annuity was of a similar order of magnitude 
as the approximately $18 million in salary he received during his nine years as 
CEO. IBM, however, was not required to include the pension in the summary 
compensation table or even place a dollar value on it3' 

Not surprisingly, SERP plans are designed and marketed specifically as 
ways to increase compensation "off the radar screen of shareholder^."^' Indeed, 
according to media reports, some directors have voted to adopt S E W S  only 
after being reassured that the amounts involved do not have to be reported to 
the public.32 

To be sure, although neither the increase in value of the S E W  plan before 
retirement nor the amount of payments after retirement appears in the 
compensation tables, the existence of SERPs, and the formulas under which 
payouts are made, must be disclosed in the firm's SEC filings.33 But it is 

29. See International Business Machines, SEC Piling 14A, Definitive Proxy Statement. 18, Mar. 12, 
2001, ilvailable or http://ww.sec.gov/A~~hi~e~/edgar/datd5ll43/00010054??0100l864/00010054?7-
01-001864-inder.htm (last visited Nov. 14,2004). 

30. To take another example, CE's former CEO, Jack Welch, left his Arm wi th  an annual pension 
of almost $10 mill ion. See Paul Hodgson. The Corporate Library. Golden Porochuzes and Cushioned 
Landin@, ia The Corporate Library, Feb. 1, 2003, at 14, available at, 

h t tp : : /www. thecorpora te l ib ra ' y .~~dPmd~~t~-and-Se~~ i~e~ l~ t~ re /p~b l i~a t i~n~ /de fau l t . sp(last visited 
Nov. 14. 2004). The large acruarlal value o f  the stream o f  promised pension payments never appeared in 
the firm's compensation tables^ 

31. L i z  Pulliam Weston. Despire Recesron. Perla/or Top Execufives Grow: P q :  Hidden Benqtir.7 
Mushroom as employee.^' Retiremen1 Plonr Shrink, L.A. TIMES, Feb. I,2002, at A1  (quoting Cynthia 
Richson). 

32. The Stor Tribune reported chat the HealthPanners board adapted a SERP for [he CEO "after 
receiving assurances that the supplemental retxrement plan wouldn't have to be reported to the public" 
and "rejecting a suggestion that awards in the plan be tied to company performance." Glenn Howatt. 
HealrhParmers Ex-CEO Reaped Boordi  Favors: Secrer Dealr Conrribured to $5.5 Million Package. 
STARTRIB. (Minneapolis), Jan. 17, 2003, at I A .  

33. in addition, firms are required to fi le a letter wtth the Labor Department lndlcating the number 
of executive pension plans and the number of panicipants. However, not all firms comply with this 
requirement. Ellen E. Schulh, Big Send-Off As Firms Pare Pensionr/or Morr They Boorr Thorelbr 
Executives, WALLST. I.,June 20,2001, at A1 

http://ww.sec.gov/A~~hi~e~/edgar/datd5ll43/00010054??0100l864/00010054?7-
http::/www.thecorporatelibra'y.~~dPmd~~t~-and-Se~~i~e~l~t~re/p~bli~ati~n~/default.sp
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difficult for anyone without actuarial or financial training to estimate with 
precision the value-and thus the cost to the company-of these future 
payments.34 As noted above, firms are not required to supply, and usually do 
not provide, any estimate of the dollar value of a particular executive's defined- 
benefit pension plan. The lack of easy access to the monetary values of these 
substantial benefits presumably explains their absence from the standard 
databases used for research on executive compensation. 

Indeed, it is often difficult even to figure out the total SERP liability of a 
firm with respect to its executives as a group. A firm must report only one 
figure: the sum of the liabilities associated with all of its employee pension 
plans that are "unfunded or "underfunded" (that is, plans for which the firm 
does not have assets set aside to cover the plans' liabilities fully).35 The 
Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) does not require that liabilities 
associated with S E W S  be itemized separately.'6 Thus, firms can simply report 
one number that represents all the liabilities associated with underfunded 
qualified plans and unfunded SERPs. 

Although they are not required to do so, some firms do report the total 
obligations arising under SERPs. These figures can be staggering. In 2000, for 
example, GE reported a $1.13 billion pension liability for all of its executives." 
Unfortunately, GE did not report what portion of this amount was due 
specifically to its CEO and other top executives. Most companies do not even 
break down pension liabilities into separate categories for executives and other 
employees. 

It is worth noting at least one way in which executives' plans may not be as 
advantageous to their beneficiaries as the plans of lower-level employees. 
Firms using qualified plans are required, as a condition for favorable tax 
treatment, to set aside assets to ensure that they can pay their liabilities under 
the plans. Given that executives' S E W  plans would not qualify for the 
favorable tax treatment even if they were so funded, firms do not bother 
funding SERP plans. Executives' retirement benefits are thus at greater risk of 
nonpayment than the benefits of ordinary workers-and Congress is 
considering legislation that would make it difficult for firms to shelter 
executives from this risk." 

34. See Joann S. Lublin, Executive Pay (A SpeciolReporr): Uader (he Rodor. WAI.L ST. I . ,  Apr I I ,  
2002. at 87;  Anne Fisher, Proxiei: The Trrosure Is Slill Buried. FORTUNE.June 8, 1998,at 2x5. 

35. EMPLOYERS'DISCLOSURL AHOUT PENSIONSAND OTHER POSTRETIREMENT BEXEFITS. Statement 
of Financial Accounling Standards No. 132, 621 (Financial Accounting Standards Ed. 2003), 6 36 
avaiiablc at htlp:N~vww.farb.orgifasI3Zr.pdf(lartvisited Nor. 11, 2004). 

36. EMPLOYERS' ACCOUNTING FOR PENSIONS,Statement of Financial Accounting Standards KO. 
87, (Financial Accounting Standards Bd. 1985). o~~oilableat hhp:iiwwwfasb.orgipdDfas87.pdf (last 
visited Nav. 11. 2004).,.~ 

37. Schultz, supra note 33. 
38. In June 2004. the U.S. House of Representatives passed the American Jobs Creation Act o f  

2004, which penalizes firms using certain types of trusts to protect deferred compensation from the 
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In the past, however, firms facing financial problems have often purchased 
insurance policies that guaranteed payment of executive retirement benefits, 
transferred the money to a designated trust, or taken other steps to guarantee the 
benefits against insolvency.39 Delta Airlines, for example, set up an executive- 
protecting arrangement shortly after September 11, 2001, when the solvency of 
the airline industry appeared to be in danger.40 Although putting the money 
beyond the reach of the firm's creditors triggers a tax liability for the executive, 
firms often "gross up" the payment to cover part or all of that It was 
reported in 1991 that approximately fifty major companies had set up fully 
guaranteed executive pension plans.42 This practice may have been much more 
widcspread; many firms, fearing criticism that they are insulating managers 
from the effects of their own failures, have failed to announce the existence of 
such guarantees.43 

IV. DEFERRED COMPENSATION 

Deferred compensation is a second technique used to transfer large amounts 
of mostly performance-insensitive value to executives without attracting much 
shareholder attention. Many firms offer programs that permit executives, or 
sometimes even require them, to defer receipt of compensation until some 
future date. In the meantime, the deferred compensation "builds" according to a 
formula devised by the firm. Executives do not pay taxes on the original 
compensation or on the accumulated increase until they receive payment, 
which often occurs after they leave the company. At that time, the firm takes a 
tax deduction for the amount paid. Most large companies have plans of this 
kind.44 

Deferred compensation plans can take different forms. Some firms require 
that managers receiving salary in excess of $1 million, which would otherwise 
be nondeductible under Section 162(m) of the Internal Revenue Code, defer the 
excess. Other firms have purely elective plans. Some arrangements permit 

finns' cred~torr. The U.S. Senate passed a si~uilvr bill in May 2004, u,hich was signed by President 
Bush on October 22,2004. 

39. Clark/Bardcs Consulting reported in 2001 that 86% of firms surveyed use security devices to 
protect SERPs to the greatest extent possible. ClarWBarder Consulting, Execurive BeneJils: A Survey of 
Current Trends - 2001 ResuNs, 1. DEFERRED COMP., 33, available or 
http:N~vwwclarkcon~~11ing.~om/kno~~1edge~en1er!a~i~Ie~ihenefit~/2002030Spdf
(last vis i t4  Xov. IS, 
2004): Ron Suskind, More Erecutives Gel Pmion  Guaronleer lo Prorecl againsr Takeovers, Failures, 
WALL ST. J., J u I  5,  1991, at BI; Theo Francis & Ellen Schultz, As Workers Face Pension Curs. 
Ereculiver Gel Rercued, W%LLST.  I., Apr. 3,2003, a1 CI 

40. Francis 8: Schultz. supra note 39. 
41. Id 
42. Suskind, supra note 39. 
43. Id  
44. Clark Consulting repons that close to 93% of firms responding to a survey said they had such 

plans in 2002. Clark Consulting, supra note 21. 

http:N~vwwclarkcon~~11ing.~om/kno~~1edge~en1er!a~i~Ie~ihenefit~/2002030Spdf
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deferral of salary only, while others also allow deferral of long-term incentive 
compensation and gains from the exercise of stock options or from the sale of 
restricted stock. Companies frequently provide matching contributions, with the 
amounts varying from firm to firm. At some companies, contributions are 
awarded at the board's discretion. At others, they are determined by formulas.45 

Plans also differ in how the deferred compensation is "invested," that is, 
how the amount owed to the executive at the end of the deferral period is 
determined. Many companies provide a guaranteed rate of return (or a 
guaranteed minimum rate) on the fund^."^ Firms have often granted extra 
benefits to executives by providing rates of return that are higher than the 
market rate. For example, in 2001, at a time when one-year Treasury hills 
offered returns of 3.39% to 4.63%, both GE and Enron guaranteed executives a 
12% rate of return. Other firms have offered a market return plus a premium. 
For example, Lucent has offered the return on the ten-year Treasury bill plus 
5%.47 Congress is now considering legislation aimed at preventing firms from 
providing executives with above-market returns in their deferred-compensation 
plans. Although the adoption of such legislation would eliminate this particular 
benefit to managers, deferred compensation plans would still provide 
executives with significant other financial and camouflage advantages as we 
discuss below. Part 1V.A identifies the differences between executive deferred 
compensation arrangements and the 401(k) plans offered to other employees. 
Part 1V.B describes the camouflage benefits of executive deferred 
compensation arrangements. 

A. Differences from 401(k) Plans 

Deferred-compensation arrangements appear analogous to the familiar 
401(k) plans used by many employees. But, just as SERPs differ from the 
qualified retirement plans offered to lower-level employees, there are some 
important differences between executives' deferred compensation and 401(k) 
plans. 

To begin with, the 401(k) plans give workers an opportunity to put money 
in designated investment instruments; whatever the investments, employees get 
the same pretax returns they would receive by investing in similar instruments 
outside the 401(k) plan. In contrast, executives' deferred-compensation 
arrangements often provide higher returns than those available in the market. 

In addition, 401(k) plans are given a tax subsidy, while executive deferred- 

45. For example, when Sears, Roebuck & Co. executives postpone bonuses and long-term incentive 
pay, they receive an additional contribution equal to 20% of the amount deferred. Ellen E .  Schulrr & 
Theo Francis. Buried Treomre: Well-Hidden Perk Means Big ~Voneyf i rTop Execurives, WALL ST. I . ,  
Oct. l I ,  2002, at A l ,  A9. 

46. Weslon,Supra note 3 1. 
47. Lublin, supra note 34: Weston,supra nore 31 
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compensation plans are not. Under a 401(k) plan, a fraction of the employee's 
salary is placed in a tax-deferred account. The firm may also make a separate 
contribution to the account. As in a qualified retirement arrangement, the funds 
are invested and grow tax-free. Neither the firm nor the employee pays taxes on 
the income and capital gain generated in the account. Employees do not pay 
taxes on the contributions or the increase until they withdraw the funds. The 
employer, on the other hand, gets a deduction for both its contribution and the 
employee's contribution to the 401(k) plan. By placing current compensation in 
a 401(k) account, the employee gains the benefit of tax deferral without the 
employer's loss of a tax deduction.48 

Firms could provide deferred compensation to executives through 401(k) 
plans. However, there are limits on how much money can be contributed 
annually to a 401(k) account. For the tax year 2004, employees covered by 
such a plan ordinarily cannot defer more than $13,000 of ~om~ensa t i on . ?~  In 
order to provide executives with amounts exceeding this limit, firms implement 
deferred-compensation arrangements outside the tax-advantaged framework of 
401(k) plans. Executives' deferred compensation is therefore not based solely, 
or even primarily, on 401(k) plans. 

Rather than contribute a portion of the executive's compensation to an 
account where the investment grows tax-free, the firm simply withholds part of 
the executive's pay and credits the executive each year with a prespecitied 
return on the money, allowing it to "grow" over time. The withheld 
compensation, along with the appreciation credited to it by the firm, is paid to 
the executive at a later date. 

The company pays taxes on the income it must generate in order to pay the 
executive the promised buildup of the deferred compensation. If, on the other 

48. To ~llustrate how the tan subsidy provided to a 401(k) operates, consider the following 
examples involving a hypothetical f i rm and employee. As i n  the SERP examples found in note 20 
(examples I and 2). assume that both the f i rm and the employee face a 40% lax rate on all of their 
income. Assume also that both are able lo  earn, between the pre-retirement and retirement periods, a 
pretax return of 100% on their investments. 
Example 4: Thc employee savcs outside the 401(k) plan. Suppose the f i rm pays the employee $100 i n  
the pre-retirernenr period. The firm deducts $100 from its taxable income, reducing its tan liability by 
$40. The employee pays S40 in taxes, and lnlests the aftertax income of S60 in an ordinary, 
nonqualified investment account. B y  the retirement pcriod, the $60 grows to $I2&a gain of $60.Thc 
employee pays a tax of S24 on the gain (40?/0 o f  $60). leading to an aftenax gain o f  $ 3 6  The employee 
is thus able to withdraw a total of $96 ($60 + $36). 
Example 5: The employee saves under a 40 l ik )  plan. NOIVsuppose that the employee contributes $100 
of compensation income to a 401(k) account. Thc firm again deducts $100 from its tanable income, 
reducing its tax l iability by  $40. The $100 grows to $200 by the time the employee withdrrws the funds 
from) the 40I(k) account. l 3 c  employee pays a tar o f  $80 (40% o f  $200). leaving the employee with 
5120--$24 more than in example 4, u~heie the employee receivcd $100 from the f i rm i n  the 
prerelirement period and saved the money ourside the 401(k) plan. The S24 gain to the employee does 
not come at the expense o f  the employer. I n  both examples, the employer pays the employee % I 0 0  in the 
pre-retirement period, thereby reducing its taxable income by $100 and its tax l iability by S40. 

49. I.R.C. $402(g)(l)(B). 
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hand, the deferred compensation had been distributed when it was originally 
owed the executive, the executive would have invested the money and paid 
taxes on any income or capital gains subsequently generated. Thus, as in the 
case of a SERP, the effect of executive deferred compensation is to shift some 
of the executive's tax burden to the firm.s0 

If the employee and the firm are subject to the same tax rate and are able to 
earn the same pretax rate of return on their investments, executive deferred 
compensation, like a SERP, cannot reduce the parties' joint tax burden. While 
ever). dollar of deferred compensation lowers the executive's taxes, it boosts 
the firm's taxes by one dollar. Like a SERP, and unlike qualified 401(k) and 
retirement plans, deferred-compensation plans for executives provide no tax- 
efficiency benefit when the firm and.the executive share the same tax rate and 
investment opportunities.51 

As in the case of SERPs, of course, there will be many cases in which 
deferred compensation outside 401(k) plans can increase or reduce the total 
amount of value a\,ailahle to the executive and the firm." The firm and the 
executive may face different tax rates. Even if the firm and the executive face 

50. A company can shelter from taxation tnvestment income an fun& set aside for financing 
cxccutire pensions by investing these funds in insurance pullc~es on the lives of its executives and other 
employees, but this w i l l  impose other costnon the firm. See SCHOLES supra note 24,at 181-185. 

51. To illustrate the effect of executi\,e deferred-compensation arrangements on the tan burdens o f  
the parries. consider the following example and explanation. which refcr to examples 4 and 5 provided 
in note 48. 
Example 6: The f i rm of fen the executive defcrred compensation outside a 401(k) plan. Assume, as in 
examples 4 and 5, that both the f i rm and the executive face a 40% tax rate on all o f  thelr income, 
including capital gains. And assume that both are able to earn, between the pre-retirement and retirement 
periods, a pretax return o f  100% an their investments. 
Suppose the firm seeks lo  use deferred compensation to give an executive the same (100%) return that 
the firm provides the employee i n  example 5 using a 401(k) plan. As in the case of the employee. the 
f i rm sea aside 5100, which grows to $200 by rhc ttme the executwe wi thdraw the defened 
compensatlon and the buildup crcditcd to the designated amount o f  deferred compensation. The $200 is 
distributed to the executive. Like the employee, the executive pays 40% tan an the rerircment 
disrribution-a tax of $80. Thxs leaves the executive. Ihke the employee i n  example 5. with $120, or $24 
more than the employee saving on his own ended up wi th  i n  example 4. 
Now, let us considcr thc effect o f  the executive's defened compensation arrangement on the firm. I n  
examples 4 and 5, the f i rm reduces its tan liability by $40 in the pre-retirement period when i t  pays the 
worker $100 or contriburer $100 to the worker's qualified pension plan. In example 6, the firm reduces 
its tax liability by  $80 in the retirement period when i t  pays the executive $200. However, the f i rm must 
add to its taxable ,"come in the retirement period the $100 generated to boost the executive's withdrawal 
payout from $100 to $200-which in turn incrcascs the firm's tax liability by  $40. The net effect o f the  
$100 gain and the $200 payment fa the exccutivc is to reduce the firm's tax liability by  S40 during the 
retirement period. The firm is thus worse offthan in example 2, where i t  received the same reduction i n  
its tax l~abi l i ty  i n  the prc-retirement period. 
Had the firin reduced its tan liabtlity by $40 in the earlier period, i t  could ha\,e ~nvested the $40 and 
camcd a pretax return o f  $40 (100%) by the retirement period. The $40 would have been taxcd at 40%, 
lcaving the firin with $64. By reducing its tar liability in the retirement pcriod, the firm has only an 
extra $40, or $24 less. Thus, the $24 gal" to the cxecutwe from the use o f  a deferred-compensation 
amngclnent designcd to put the executive in ihe same position an an employee under a qualified 401(k) 
comes at the expense o f  rhe firm. 

52. For an explanation of  the tax effcctr o f  deferred compensation under various scenarios, see 
SCHOLES ET AL., supra note 24, at 181-85. 
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the same tax rate, the investment returns available to the firm may be higher 
than those available to the executive (although, as we noted in our discussion of 
SERPs, this is unlikely to be the case for companies with easy access to 
capital). However, there is no reason to believe that, absent the tax subsidy 
provided by qualified plans, there is generally a benefit to the parties when the 
firm defers the executive's compensation. In many cases, the tax burden on the 
firm is greater than the tax benefit to the executive, increasing the total tax that 
the two parties pay to the government. 

Consider, for example, the case in which an executive of a profitable 
company is promised a return that is linked to a stock index. If the executive 
invests the money in shares of a stock index fund, the gains will he taxed at the 
long-term federal capital-gains rate, which in the highest bracket is 15% (as of 
2 0 0 4 ) . ~ ~If, instead, the firm invests the money-in those shares, other 
investments, or its own business-the gains could be taxed at the marginal 
corporate rate of 35%.5" 

Thus, it is puzzling that over 90% of firms offer deferred-compensation 
programs to their e x e c u t i ~ e s . ~ ~  As in the case of SERPs, there are good reasons 
to think that, in many firms, such programs are not an efficient form of 
compensation. It is curious that firms offering nonqualified deferred-
compensation arrangements to executives do not offer such nonqualified plans 
to other employees. After all, if nonqualified deferred compensation is an 
efficient form of compensation for the executives of certain firm-say, 
because the firms have better investment opportunities than the executives- 
nonqualified deferred compensation should also be an efficient form of 
compensation for the nonexecutive employees of these firms. But firms rarely, 
if ever, provide nonexecutive employees with the option of nonqualified 
deferred-compensation arrangements in addition to their 401(k) plans. This 
pattern suggests that, in most cases, offering nonqualified deferred 
compensation to an executive does not increase the joint wealth of the 
executive and the firm. 

53. I.R.C. P I 
54. I.R.C. $ I I. As io thc care of SERPs,a firm can reduce the tar coat of deferred compensatian 

by using company-owned llfc insurance. Under thmn strategy, thc firm uses after-tar dollars la buy 
insurance on the liver of its executives and other employees. Pan of the premium is invested, increasing 
the "cash value" of the policy. The policy is then cashed out %,hen funds are needed to pay deferred 
compcnsation. The tax savings come from life insurance policies' capacity to shelter from taxes the 
buildup of the cash value. Howcver, because the insurance company charges fees, the use of a life 
insurance policy to avoid taxer gives rise lo transaction casts. A 1996 study found that 70% of the 1.000 
largest firms did not use insurance for fundtng deferred compensation, which suggests that these costs 
can be quire high. See Christopher Dreu, & David Cay Johnston. Special Tar Ereoh Enrich Savings o/ 
Many ia the Ranks o/Monagemel,  N.Y. TIMES, Oct. 13, 1996, 3 I ,  at I 

5 5 .  Clark Consulting, supra note 21, at 2. 
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B. Camouflage Benefits 

While it is far from clear that deferred-compensation arrangements provide 
efficiency benefits, their camouflage value is substantial. The compensation 
being deferred must be reported in the summaly compensation table in the year 
in which it would othenvise have been received. However, the substantial 
benefits that have been conferred by the deferred-compensation plan-the tax-
free (and sometimes above-market) buildup over time-are not evident to 
outsiders. 

Even assuming that the nominal rate of return used by a deferred-
compensation arrangement is no higher than the market rate, the effective 
interest rate earned by executives is higher than it appears because of the 
substantial tax benefits. Executives must pay taxes on investment income 
earned outside deferred-compensation arrangements, but investing within such 
plans provides them-at the expense of the firm-with a tax-free buildup. 
Thus, as long as the rate of return in deferred-compensation arrangements is 
above the executive's after-tax rate of return, the executive makes substantial 
gains that do not show up in the compensation tables. The New York Times 
reported, for example, that CEO Roberto Goizueta of Coca-Cola was able to 
defer taxes on $1 billion of compensation and investment gains over a 
seventeen-year period.56 Coca-Cola picked up the tab, paying taxes on the 
earnings needed to cover the returns credited to Goizueta's deferred-
compensation account. 57 

Furthermore, while 401(k) plans offer lower-level workers returns 
equivalent to those available in the bond or stock markets, many deferred- 
compensation arrangements have provided executives with substantially higher 
returns. These executives have thus received investment income that was not 
only tax-free for them (at the expense of the firm) but also above-market. The 
benefits from these above-market returns have also been hidden to a significant 
extent. 

The SEC requires firms to include in the summary compensation table the 
above-market interest earned that year by each executive on deferred 
compensation. In the case of a guaranteed interest rate. "abo\,e-market" interest 
is defined as returns in excess of 120% of the applicable federal rate (AFR) 
used by the IRS at the time the guaranteed interest rate is set, multiplied by the 
amount of deferred compensation. By exploiting the SEC's definition of 
"above-market rate," firms have sometimes been able to provide their 
executives with rates of return that are higher than those they could get on their 
own without including this benefit in the compensation tables. 

5 6  Tar Deferredpay for Executives, N.Y.TIMES,Oct. 18, 1996, at A36. 
57. According to Coca-Cola's annual reports to shareholders, it paid taxes on its income in evely 

year of Goirueta's tenure except in 1992. 
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The threshold used by firms for "market" long-term rates of retum is 
especially generous because boards can reset interest rates whenever doing so 
benefits executives. If market interest rates and the AFR rise so that the current 
guaranteed rate is not especially attractive, the firm can simply adopt a new, 
higher, guaranteed rate. As long as the reset rate is lower than 120% of the new, 
higher AFR, the additional interest accruals need not he reported in the 
summary compensation table. If, however, market interest rates and the AFR 
fall, the firm can continue to pay at the old guaranteed rate, which is now above 
market. And because the AFR used for the disclosure threshold is that 
prevailing when the guaranteed interest rate was initially set, no matter how 
low market rates drop, the above-market interest paid to the executive never 
appears in the compensation table. 

Finally, even benefits that have come from rates of retum exceeding the 
SEC's threshold are unlikely to be fully reflected in the compensation tables. 
The reporting requirement ends when the executive retires, but the executive 
often has the option to continue enjoying the above-market rates after 
retirement. Such a stream of post-retirement benefits-which could be quite 
substantial in value-would never appear in the firm's publicly filed 
compensation tables. 

As in the case of SERPs, deferred-compensation plans could expose 
executives to the risk of firm bankruptcy. While 401(k) plans must he backed 
by their assets, which cannot he seized by the firm's creditors. deferred-
compensation arrangements are simply a promise by the firm to pay 
compensation in the future. The executives owed this compensation are 
unsecured creditors who may not be paid in full if the firm becomes insolvent. 
As in the case of SERPs, Congress is considering legislation that would make it 
difficult for firms to shield executives from this possibility. To date, however, 
firms have often taken steps to insulate executives from insolvency risk. Many 
firms have used "security devices," such as trusts, to ensure that funds will be 
available to the executives. In addition, firms have usually permitted executives 
to withdraw deferred compensation at any time-such as when inside 
information suggests that a firm is about to fail. Shortly before Enron filed for 
bankruptcy, for example, its executives withdrew millions of dollars of deferred 
compensation. 

For executives and their friends on the board, SERPs and deferred 
compensation have been very useful. They have provided a means for 
channeling large amounts of performance-insensitive compensation in a way 
that, under current disclosure regulations, has not been highly visible to 
outsiders. As one compensation analyst pointed out: "The disclosure of the 
myriad executive compensation plans-pension, supplemental executive 
retirement plans, deferred compensation, split-dollar life insurance-is not 
adequate in answering a fundamental question: what is the projected value of 
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these plans to the executive upon his re t i~ement?"~~ 

We now turn to consider the use of post-retirement perks and consulting 
contracts to convey a significant amount of performance-decoupled value to 
executives in a way that is not transparent to shareholders. Part V.A describes 
some of the perks provided to executives and explains why they are unlikely to 
result from arm's-length bargaining between the parties. Part V.B examines the 
use of post-retirement consulting agreements. 

Many compensation contracts promise executives a substantial stream of 
perks after retirement. For example, many executives receive a certain number 
of hours of corporate airclaft use annually for themselves, and sometimes for 
their families and guests as well. Some executives have even received 
unlimited lifetime use of corporate Other perks that oflen follow the 
executive into retirement include chauffeured cars, personal assistants, financial 
planning, home-security systems, club memberships, sports tickets, office 
space. secretarial help, 2nd cell phone ~ervice.~'  Outgoing IBM CEO Louis 
Gerstncr, for example, was given access to apartments, planes, cars, home- 
security services, and financial planning. Terrence Murray, former CEO of 
FleetBoston, received 150 hours of company aircraft use, a chauffeured car, an 
office, office assistants, financial planning, and a home-security system. 

Another common benefit is giving contributions to charities designated by 
the retiring executive. FleetBoston gave retiring CEO Murray the ability to 
direct $3.5 million of the firm's charitable contributions to Murray's favorite 
institution^.^' In addition, Ford promised retiring CEO Jacques Nasser to 

endow a scholarship in his name at the educational institution of his choice (in 
addition to providing Nasser a new car each year, financial-planning assistance, 
an office, and an a ~ s i s t a n t ) . ~ ~  

Most of these perks cost the company more than may be apparent at first 
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glance. Consider retiree use of corporate jets, now a common perk. Although 
the marginal cost of allowing a retired executive to use the company jet may 
appear limited,63 it can run quite high. Consider the use of a company plane for 
a flight from New York to California and then back several days later. Because 
the New York-based aircraft and flight crew will return to the East Coast after 
dropping the retired executive off, the actual charge to the company is two 
round trips: a total of eight takeoffs and landings and approximately twenty 
hours of flying time, most likely costing-for fuel, maintenance, landing fees, 
extra pilot and crew fees, incidentals, and depreciation (an aircraft's operating 
life is reduced for every hour it flies and, more important, for every takeoff and 
landing)-at least $50 ,000 .~~Henry R. Silverman, CEO of Cendant, was 
promised lifetime use of the corporate aircraft or, if the plane was in use, an 
equivalent chartered plane at a direct cost of thousands of dollars per hour.6S 

Firms usually do no1 provide post-retirement perks to nonexecutive 
employees. There is good economic logic to avoiding such in-kind 
compensation. Promising a retiring employee $10,000 a year for certain travel 
expenses is less efficient than providing 510,000 in cash. The reason is 
straightforward. If the retiree views travel as the best way to spend $10,000, the 
cash and the travel coverage will have identical utility. However, cash is 
superior if there are any possible circumstances in which the retiree would 
prefer spending some or all of the money on goods or services other than travel, 
because the retiree will receive greater utility at the same cost to the firm. 

A retiree's needs and preferences are likely to change over time. Thus, 
economic logic suggests that if in-kind retirement benefits are provided, they 
should not be provided for long periods. Yet such long-term, in-kind benefits 
are often provided to retired CEOs: for example, Louis Gerstner of IBM 
received use of a plane, cars, offices, and financial planning services for ten 

66 years. 
Although post-retirement perks are unlikely to be an efficient form of 

compensation, they offer an effective means of camouflaging compensation. 
The value of post-retirement perks is not reported when they are agreed to, and 
the firm incurs costs only after the executive has left, at which point any value 
provided is no longer included in the salient summary compensation table. 
Post-retirement perks thus offer yet another way of providing additional value 
to executives without ever having to include the benefits in compensation 
tables or even place a dollar value on them. 

63. This anisperception led one compensation consultanr, Yale D. Taubcr. to label jet use as "an 
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Firms in the past have sometimes grudgingly provided vague descriptions 
about post-retirement perks, but these descriptions did not generally allow 
shareholders to form a good picture of the scope and value of these benefits. 
For example, former General Electric CEO Jack Welch received approximately 
$2.5 million in benefits in his first year of retirement, including access to GE 
aircraft for unlimited personal use and for business travel, exclusive use of a 
furnished New York City apartment, and unrestricted access to a chauffeured 
limousine (among other things).07 However, GE's proxy statements revealed 
only that in retirement Welch would be entitled to "continued lifetime access to 
Company facilities and services comparable to those that are currently made 
available to him by the ~ o m ~ a n ~ . " ~ ~ h u s ,  GE not only failed to put a dollar 
value on the perks, but did not bother even to describe them. 

B. Conszilting Conlracls 

Like perks, consulting contracts provide substantial value to retired 
executives. They usually offer the retiring CEO an annual fee for "being 
available" to advise the new CEO for a specified amount of time per $ear. 
Approximately 25% of CEOs negotiate a post-retirement "consulting" 
relationship with their old firmb9 

For example, AOL Time Warner is paying retired CEO Gerald M. Levin $1 
million a year to serve as an adviser for up to five days a month.70 In 2000, 
retiring Carter-Wallace CEO Henry Hoyt was promised annual payments of 
$831,000 for a similar monthly ob~igation.~'  Verizon co-CEO Charles Lee 
negotiated a $6 million consulting contract for the first two years of his 
retirement. Delta Airlines CEO Ronald Allen's 1997 retirement package 
provided him with a seven-year, $3.5 million consulting deal under which; 
according to Delta's public filings, he was "required to perform his consulting 
services at such times, and in such places, and for such periods as will result in 
the least inconvenience to him."72 Allen or his heirs will be entitled to the 
annual fee of $500,000 even if he is totally disabled or dies.73 

These consulting arrangements provide flat, guaranteed fees for the retired 
executive's "being available" rather than payment for work actually done, and 
for a good reason: companies generally make little use of the availability for 
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which they pay generously. For better or worse, new CEOs are usually not 
inclined to seek advice from their predecessors.74 Allen, for example, reportedly 
"rarely talks" with the new Delta chief executive, Leo Mullin. Even 
compensation consultants acknowledge that retired executi\,es add little if any 
value to the firm under these arrangements. According to Frank Glassner, CEO 
of Compensation Design Group, most of thesc consulting contracts are merely 
a way of increasing the severance payment to the departing executive. 
According to another executive compensation expert, Alan Johnson, "Most 
former CEOs are doing very little for what they're getting paid.  . . . Usually, 
the demands [from new management] are miniscule." 

Like post-retirement perks, the consulting payments to retired executives 
never find their way into the summary compensation tables because they are 
provided when the executives are no longer officers. Hou,e\,er, in contrast to 
post-retirement benefits, these contracts enable boards to provide retired 
executives with cash rather than in-kind benefits." Retirement consulting fees 
are essentially a cash severance payment, turned over in installments, disguised 
as compensation for post-retirement work. 

If these fees are just a form of cash severance, what is the advantage of 
packaging them as consulting agreements? Besides ensuring that the payments 
are kept out of the compensation tables, dressing them up a consulting fees 
obscures their nature as severance payments that essentially increase the total 
compensation received by executi\les for their pre-retirement work. Some 
observers might believe that the outgoing CEO will in fact provide valuable 
advice to new management, and therefore view the payments as legitimate 
consideration for post-retirement services. Needless to say, these consulting 
agreements do not tie the retired executive's pay to any personal contribution to 
shareholder value either before or after retirement. 

VI. TKANSPARENCY 

A. The Critical Role of Trunsparenc) 

We turn in this Section to discussing the policy implications of our study. 
Our study highlights the importance of making compensation arrangements in 
general, and compensation via retirement benefits in particular, transparent to 
public investors. Although we argue elsewhere for reforms that would increase 
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shareholder power,76 shareholders do already have some power. This power is 
in part why the outrage constraint matters. The greater outsiders' understanding 
of compensation arrangements, the tighter the outrage constraint. Improving the 
transparency of compensation arrangements is therefore desirable. 

Financial economists have paid insufficient attention to transparency 
because they often focus on the role of disclosure in getting information 
incorporated into market pricing. I t  is widely believed that information can be 
reflected in stock prices as long as it is known and fully understood by even a 
limited number of market professionals. 

In the case of executive compensation, there is already significant 
disclosure. As we have discussed, SEC regulations require detailed disclosure 
of the compensation of a company's CEO and of the four most highly 
compensated executives other than the CEO. In our view, however, it is 
important to recognize the difference between disclosure and transparency, and 
it is transparency that should receive more attention. 

The main aim of requiring disclosure of executive compensation is not to 
enable accurate pricing of the firm's securities. Rather, this disclosure is 
primarily intended to provide some check on arrangements that are too 
favorable to executives. This goal is not well served by disseminating 
information in a way that makes the information understandable to a small 
number of market professionals but opaque to others. 

The ability of plan designers to favor managers depends on how 
compensation arrangements are perceived by a wide group of investors and 
other outsiders. Because of market forces and social dynamics, managers and 
directors are concerned about disapproval (threatened or actual) from 
institutional investors or other reference groups, such as the business press or 
popular media. We have seen that compensation designers often seek to make 
the amount of pay, or the extent to which pay is decoupled from performance, 
less transparent. For disclosure to constrain compensation effectively, the 
disclosed information must reach more than just a select group of market 
professionals and arbitrageurs. Raw facts buried in a mountain of technical 
disclosure probably will not suffice. The salience of disclosure and degree of 
transparency are important. 

6.Putting Retirement Benefits on the Radar Screen 

Public officials and governance reformers, therefore, should work to ensure 
that compensation arrangements are and remain transparent. Having shown that 
pensions, deferred compensation, and post-retirement perks and consulting 
contracts have been used to camouflage a significant amount of performance- 
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decoupled compensation, we now put forward several proposals designed to 
put these forms of compensation on investors' radar screens. 

As we explain in more detail below, firms should be required to report each 
year the (present) dollar value of the future benefits to which executives 
become entitled during the year in connection with SERPs, deferred 
compensation, and post-retirement perks and consulting arrangements. These 
monetary values should be included in the firm's annual summary 
compensation table. The SEC should also require firms to provide a separate 
table disclosing the present value of all the retirement benefits-SEW 
payments, deferred compensation balances, and post-retirement perks and 
consulting arrangements-to which the CEO and other high ranking executives 
would be entitled were they to separate at year end (under each of the various 
termination scenarios contemplated in their employment contracts). Before 
proceeding, it is worth noting that SERPs, deferred compensation, and post- 
retirement pcrks and consulting contracts are not necessarily the only forms of 
stealth compensation. Firms have provided-and will continue to look for ways 
to provide-other forms of stealth compensation. Thus, while our proposals 
will substantially reduce the ability of firms to provide stealth compensation, 
they will not eliminate it completely. 

Di.~closing the Full Details of Executive Compensation Conruacr.~. Firms 
should be required to disclose in their annual proxy filing the full text of the 
most recent versions of the employment contracts that the firm has entered into 
with high-level executives. Firms often file such agreements with forms other 
than the annual proxy statement that are not as closely followed. Requiring 
firms to attach executive compensation contracts to their most important SEC 
filing, which contains the summary compensation table and other key details 
about compensation,, will make executive compensation agreements more 
accessible and salient. 

However, requiring firms to disclose in an accessible and salient way the 
text of executive compensation contracts is far from enough. While experts 
who take the time to do so may be able to calculate the monetary value of the 
various forms of stealth compensation provided in these contracts, these values 
are not as transparent to investors as the dollar values reported for many other 
forms of executive compensation. To make the information contained in these 
compensation contracts more transparent and accessible, firms should be 
required to attach monetary values to each of the types of compensation we 
have discussed. That is, the SEC should require firms to report compensation 
via retirement payments, deferred compensation, and post-retirement pcrks and 
consulting contracts in the same manner as other forms of compensation: by 
putting a dollar value on these amounts and including them in the compensation 
tables accompanying firms' proxy filings. We explain below, for each type of 
retirement benefit we have discussed, how this can be accomplished. 
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SERPs. As we explained, S E W  payouts are generally based on years of 
service and historic compensation levels. The actuarial value of SERPs 
therefore usually increases each year. The annual buildup in value of an 
executive's SERP is not, under current rules, reported in finns' annual 
summary compensation tables. Nor are the payments themselves, which are 
made after the executive retires. 

We propose requiring firms to add a column in the annual summary 
compensation table for SERPs. This column would indicate, for each of the 
firm's highest-paid executives, the amount by which the actuarial value of the 
executive's SERPs increases each year. Firms should also provide an 
accompanying explanation of the reasons for the increases in actuarial value 
reported in the compensation tables. 

Deferred Compensation. Recall that firms currently must report in the 
publicly filed summaly compensation tables only "above-market" returns 
credited to executives' deferred compensation accounts. As we explained, 
however, firms have been able to exploit the SEC's definition of "above- 
market" to provide above-market returns without disclosing them in the 
compensation tables. Moreover, firms have not been required to report the tax 
benefit to the executive-which comes at the expense of the firm-provided by 
deferred compensation arrangements. 

We propose adding disclosure requirements that would provide outsiders 
with a clear and full picture of the gains to executives from deferred 
compensation programs. Firms should be required to disclose each year the 
value of an executive's deferred compensation account at the beginning of the 
year, the amount of earnings credited to this account by the end of the year, and 
the basis on which these earnings were determined. This information will 
enable outsiders to decide for themselves whether and to what extent 
executives enjoy above-market returns. 

Firms should also report to investors the tax cost to the firm of covering the 
earnings. For example, if a firm in the 33% tax bracket credits $600,000 to an 
executive's deferred compensation account, the firm should disclose not only 
the $600,000 credited to the account, but also the $300,000 in taxes that the 
firm must pay on the $900,000 in pre-tax income needed to cover the $600,000 
earnings credited to the executive's account. 

Finally, it is necessaly to ensure that summary compensation tables include 
the full monetary value executives derive from deferred compensation. We 
propose that compensation tables include a column reporting this monetary 
value. In calculating this value, firms should be required to regard as "above- 
market" any returns exceeding the AFR-not only returns exceeding 120% of 
this rate. For this purpose, firms should be required to use the AFR for short- 
term loans in effect at the beginning of the firm's fiscal year. Furthermore, and 
perhaps more importantly, the monetary value included in the compensation 
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tables should include any gains to the executive that come from having returns 
accumulate tax-free at the company's expense. 

Post-retirement Perks and Consulting Contracts. Post-retirement perks and 
consulting contracts never appear in the summary compensation tables because 
the value is provided to the executive after she retires. This is the case even 
when such arrangements are promised in the executive's contract long before 
the executive retires-ither when she is initially hired or later when she 
negotiates a new contract. 

The SEC should modify the compensation tables to include a column for 
post-retirement perks and consulting contracts. Firms should be required to 
report, in this column, the actuarial present value of post-retirement perks and 
consulting contracts promised to executives. Critically, these amounts should 
he disclosed as soon as the executive is promised these payments-not when 
the payments are made and the executive is already out the door. Thus, for 
example, if an incoming CEO negotiates a package that includes the use of a 
corporate jet for ten years after he retires, the firm should place a dollar amount 
on the value of this arrangement and include that amount in the entry for non- 
SERP retirement payments. 

Disclosing the Retirement Kitry. The proposals we have just offered would 
require firms to report the compensation executi\,es receive each year in the 
form of buildup in pension value, earnings, and tax benefits associated with 
deferred compensation, and promises of post-retirement perks and consulting 
contracts. In addition, firms should he required to put all this information 
together to provide a complete picture of how much the executive would 
receive from the firm if she were to separate at the end of the year, under each 
of the termination scenarios described in her employment contract. 

In particular, the SEC should require firms to publish a table showing the 
actuarial value of each high ranking executive's SERP at the end of the year, 
the balances in any deferred compensation accounts, and the value of any post- 
retirement perks and consulting contract to which the executive would be 
entitled if she were to resign, retire, or otherwise separate from the firm at 
year's end. This picture will better enable shareholders to form a judgment as to 
whether it is necessary for the firm to continue spending money to ensure that 
the executive has a comfortable retirement. The table will also enable 
shareholders to easily see whether executives will enjoy a "soft landing" even if 
they are pushed out for failure. 

We should emphasize that a retirement-payout table is not a substitute for 
our proposals to expand the annual summary compensation tables to include 
the yearly monetary value associated with SERP huildup, deferred 
compensation programs, and promises of post-retirement perks and consulting 
contracts. These measures are necessary to make transparent to investors how 
much executives have been paid during the past year, as well as to help 
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investors estimate the relationship between annual pay and the executives' own 
performance. In contrast, the retirement-payout table is necessary to make 
transparent to investors the extent, if any, to which it would be necessary for 
subsequent pay packages to provide executives with additional retirement 
benefits. 

Transparency and Improved Compensation Arrangements. The measures 
above would provide shareholders with a more accurate picture of total 
executive compensation. They will thereby reduce the total amount of 
compensation executives could get below the radar screen. These measures 
could thus help constrain total compensation levels. More importantly, these 
measures also would reduce the distortions that arise when companies choose 
particular forms of compensation for their camouflage value rather than for 
their efficiency. Improving transparency in this area could thus substantially 
increase shareholder value. 

Our analysis bas focused on the most important forms of stealth 
compensation via retirement benefits that have been used by firms to date. Of 
course, designers of compensation plans may find and use new ways to make 
compensation, or its insensitivity to performance, more opaque. As new 
practices (and new means of camouflage) develop, disclosure arrangements 
should be updated to ensure transparency. Regulators adopting the measures we 
propose should continue to monitor compensation arrangements and to refine 
disclosure requirements as new ways of making pay less salient are developed. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

This Article has explained how retirement benefits and payments have been 
used to camouflage the payment of large amounts of performance-insensitive 
compensation to executives of public companies. Our study has highlighted the 
significant role that camouflage and stealth compensation play in the design of 
compensation arrangements, as well as the importance of ensuring that 
information about compensation arrangements be communicated in a way that 
is transparent and accessible to outsiders. 

We have also proposed several measures aimed at putting retirement 
benefits on investors' radar screens. Among other things, firms should make 
transparent, on a timely basis, both the monetary benefits to executives and the 
cost to firms of the various arrangements we have described. In particular, the 
summary compensation table firms must publicly file should include entries 
that indicate: ( 1 )  the amount by which the actuarial value of executives' S E W  
plans increases each year; (2) the monetaly value executives derive that year 
from the firm's deferred compensation plans, including the value of a tax-free 
buildup at the firm's expense; and (3) the present value of post-retirement perks 
and consulting contracts promised to the executives during the year. Firms 
should also be required to include a separate table showing how much of each 
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form of retirement compensation a high ranking executive would receive if she 
were to separate at the end of the year under each of the termination scenarios 
contemplated by her contract. By making it more difficult to camouflage pay 
through retirement benefits, the proposed requirements would contribute to 
improving compensation arrangements. 


